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Abstract
In this paper, we study the vector Gaussian Chief Executive Officer (CEO) problem under logarithmic loss
distortion measure. Specifically, K ≥ 2 agents observe independently corrupted Gaussian noisy versions of a remote
vector Gaussian source, and communicate independently with a decoder or CEO over rate-constrained noise-free
links. The CEO also has its own Gaussian noisy observation of the source and wants to reconstruct the remote source
to within some prescribed distortion level where the incurred distortion is measured under the logarithmic loss penalty
criterion. We find an explicit characterization of the rate-distortion region of this model. For the proof of this result,
we first extend Courtade-Weissman’s result on the rate-distortion region of the discrete memoryless (DM) K-encoder
CEO problem to the case in which the CEO has access to a correlated side information stream which is such that the
agents’ observations are independent conditionally given the side information and remote source. Next, we obtain an
outer bound on the region of the vector Gaussian CEO problem by evaluating the outer bound of the DM model by
means of a technique that relies on the de Bruijn identity and the properties of Fisher information. The approach is
similar to Ekrem-Ulukus outer bounding technique for the vector Gaussian CEO problem under quadratic distortion
measure, for which it was there found generally non-tight; but it is shown here to yield a complete characterization
of the region for the case of logarithmic loss measure. Also, we show that Gaussian test channels with time-sharing
exhaust the Berger-Tung inner bound, which is optimal. Furthermore, application of our results allows us to find the
complete solutions of three related problems: the vector Gaussian distributed hypothesis testing against conditional
independence problem, a quadratic vector Gaussian CEO problem with determinant constraint, and the vector Gaussian
distributed Information Bottleneck problem. Finally, we develop Blahut-Arimoto type algorithms that allow to compute
numerically the regions provided in this paper, for both discrete and Gaussian models. With the known relevance
of the logarithmic loss fidelity measure in the context of learning and prediction, the proposed algorithms may find
usefulness in a variety of applications where learning is performed distributively. We illustrate the efficiency of our
algorithms through some numerical examples.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Consider the vector Gaussian Chief Executive Officer (CEO) problem shown in Figure 1. In this model, there is
an arbitrary number K ≥ 2 of agents each having a noisy observation of a vector Gaussian source X. The goal of
the agents is to describe the source to a central unit, which wants to reconstruct this source to within a prescribed
distortion level. The incurred distortion is measured according to some loss measure d : X × Xˆ → R, where Xˆ
designates the reconstruction alphabet. For quadratic distortion measure, i.e.,
d(x, xˆ) = |x− xˆ|2
the rate-distortion region of the vector Gaussian CEO problem is still unknown in general, except in few special cases
the most important of which is perhaps the case of scalar sources, i.e., scalar Gaussian CEO problem, for which
a complete solution, in terms of characterization of the optimal rate-distortion region, was found independently
by Oohama in [1] and by Prabhakaran et al. in [2]. Key to establishing this result is a judicious application of
the entropy power inequality. The extension of this argument to the case of vector Gaussian sources, however, is
not straightforward as the entropy power inequality is known to be non-tight in this setting. The reader may refer
also to [3], [4] where non-tight outer bounds on the rate-distortion region of the vector Gaussian CEO problem
under quadratic distortion measure are obtained by establishing some extremal inequalities that are similar to Liu-
Viswanath [5], and to [6] where a strengthened extremal inequality yields a complete characterization of the region
of the vector Gaussian CEO problem in the special case of trace distortion constraint.
In this paper, we study the CEO problem of Figure 1 in the case in which (X,Y0,Y1, . . . ,YK) is jointly
Gaussian and the distortion is measured using the logarithmic loss criterion, i.e.,
d(n)(xn, xˆn) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
d(xi, xˆi) (1)
with the letter-wise distortion given by
d(x, xˆ) = log
( 1
xˆ(x)
)
(2)
where xˆ(·) designates a probability distribution on X and xˆ(x) is the value of this distribution evaluated for the
outcome x ∈ X .
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Fig. 1: Chief Executive Officer (CEO) source coding problem with side information.
3The logarithmic loss distortion measure, often referred to as self-information loss in the literature about prediction,
plays a central role in settings in which reconstructions are allowed to be ‘soft’, rather than ‘hard’ or deterministic.
That is, rather than just assigning a deterministic value to each sample of the source, the decoder also gives an
assessment of the degree of confidence or reliability on each estimate, in the form of weights or probabilities. This
measure, which was introduced in the context of rate-distortion theory by Courtade et al. [7], [8], has appreciable
mathematical properties [9], [10], such as a deep connection to lossless coding for which fundamental limits are
well developed (e.g., see [11] for recent results on universal lossy compression under logarithmic loss that are
built on this connection). Also, it is widely used as a penalty criterion in various contexts, including clustering and
classification [12], pattern recognition, learning and prediction [13], image processing [14], secrecy [15] and others.
A. Main Contributions
The main contribution of this paper is a complete characterization of the rate-distortion region of the vector
Gaussian CEO problem of Figure 1 under logarithmic loss distortion measure. In the special case in which there
is no side information at the decoder, the result can be seen as the counterpart, to the vector Gaussian case, of
that by Courtade and Weissman [8, Theorem 10] who established the rate-distortion region of the CEO problem
under logarithmic loss in the discrete memoryless (DM) case. For the proof of this result, we find it useful to
first extend Courtade-Weissman’s result [8, Theorem 10] on the rate-distortion region of the DM K-encoder CEO
problem to the case in which the CEO has access to a correlated side information stream which is such that the
agents observations are independent conditionally given the side information and remote source. On this aspect,
we hasten to mention that, for the DM model, the side information is not assumed to be conditionally independent
on the agents’ observations given the remote source; and, for this reason, the result cannot be obtained by a direct
application of [8, Theorem 10] viewing the side information as another agent’s observation that is encoded at large
(infinite) rate; and, so, a new converse proof is needed. Also, our converse proof involves redefinition of the involved
auxiliary random variables. Next, we derive an outer bound on the rate-distortion region of the vector Gaussian
CEO problem by using the outer bound from the DM model using the de Bruijn identity, a connection between
differential entropy and Fisher information, along with the properties of minimum mean square error (MMSE) and
Fisher information. By opposition to the case of quadratic distortion measure, for which the application of this
technique was shown in [16] to result in an outer bound that is generally non-tight, we show that this approach is
successful in the case of logarithmic distortion measure and yields a complete characterization of the region. On
this aspect, it is noteworthy that although in the specific case of scalar Gaussian sources an alternate converse proof
may be obtained by extending that of the scalar Gaussian many-help-one source coding problem by Oahama [1] and
Prabhakaran et al. [2] by accounting for side information and replacing the original mean square error distortion
constraint with conditional entropy, such approach does not seem to lead to a conclusive result in the vector
case as the entropy power inequality is known to be generally non-tight in this setting [17], [18]. The proof of
the achievability part simply corresponds to the evaluation of the result for the DM model using Gaussian test
channels and no time-sharing. Because this does not necessarily imply that Gaussian test channels also exhaust the
Berger-Tung inner bound, we investigate the question and we show that they do if time-sharing is allowed.
4Furthermore, we show that application of our results allows us to find complete solutions to three related problems.
The first is the K-encoder hypothesis testing against conditional independence problem that was introduced and
studied by Rahman and Wagner in [19]. In this problem, K sources (Y1, . . . , YK) are compressed distributively
and sent to a detector that observes the pair (X,Y0) and seeks to make a decision on whether (Y1, . . . , YK) is
independent of X conditionally given Y0 or not. The aim is to characterize all achievable encoding rates and
exponents of the Type II error probability when the Type I error probability is to be kept below a prescribed (small)
value. For both DM and vector Gaussian models, we find a full characterization of the optimal rates-exponent region
when (X,Y0) induces conditional independence between the variables (Y1, . . . , YK) under the null hypothesis. In
both settings, our converse proofs show that the Quantize-Bin-Test scheme of [19, Theorem 1], which is similar to
the Berger-Tung distributed source coding, is optimal. In the special case of one encoder, the assumed Markov chain
under the null hypothesis is non-restrictive; and, so, we find a complete solution of the vector Gaussian hypothesis
testing against conditional independence problem, a problem that was previously solved in [19, Theorem 7] in the
case of scalar-valued source and testing against independence (note that [19, Theorem 7] also provides the solution
of the scalar Gaussian many-help-one hypothesis testing against independence problem). The second is a quadratic
vector Gaussian CEO problem with reconstruction constraint on the determinant of the error covariance matrix
that we introduce here, and for which we also characterize the optimal rate-distortion region. Key to establishing
this result, we show that the rate-distortion region of vector Gaussian CEO problem under logarithmic loss which
is found in this paper translates into an outer bound on the rate region of the quadratic vector Gaussian CEO
problem with determinant constraint. The reader may refer to, e.g., [20] and [21] for examples of usage of such a
determinant constraint in the context of equalization and others. The third is an extension of Tishby’s single-encoder
Information Bottleneck (IB) method [12] to the case of multiple encoders. Information theoretically, this problem
is known to be essentially a remote source coding problem with logarithmic loss distortion measure [22]; and, so,
we use our result for the vector Gaussian CEO problem under logarithmic loss to infer a full characterization of
the optimal trade-off between complexity (or rate) and accuracy (or information) for the distributed vector Gaussian
IB problem.
Finally, for both DM and memoryless Gaussian settings we develop Blahut-Arimoto (BA) [23], [24] type iterative
algorithms that allow to compute (approximations of) the rate regions that are established in this paper; and prove
their convergence to stationary points. We do so through a variational formulation that allows to determine the set
of self-consistent equations that are satisfied by the stationary solutions. In the Gaussian case, we show that the
algorithm reduces to an appropriate updating rule of the parameters of noisy linear projections. We note that the
computation of the rate-distortion regions of multiterminal and CEO source coding problems is important per-se
as it involves non-trivial optimization problems over distributions of auxiliary random variables. Also, since the
logarithmic loss function is instrumental in connecting problems of multiterminal rate-distortion theory with those of
distributed learning and estimation, the algorithms that are developed in this paper also find usefulness in emerging
applications in those areas. For example, our algorithm for the DM CEO problem under logarithm loss measure can
be seen as a generalization of Tishby’s IB method [12] to the distributed learning setting. Similarly, our algorithm
5for the vector Gaussian CEO problem under logarithm loss measure can be seen as a generalization of that of [25],
[26] to the distributed learning setting. For other extension of the BA algorithm in the context of multiterminal data
transmission and compression, the reader may refer to related works on point-to-point [27], [28] and broadcast and
multiple access multiterminal settings [29], [30].
B. Related Works
As we already mentioned, this paper mostly relates to [8] in which the authors establish the rate-distortion
region of the DM CEO problem under logarithmic loss in the case of an arbitrary number of encoders and no
side information at the decoder, as well as that of the DM multiterminal source coding problem under logarithmic
loss in the case of two encoders and no side information at the decoder. Motivated by the increasing interest
for problems of learning and prediction, a growing body of works study point-to-point and multiterminal source
coding models under logarithmic loss. In [9], Jiao et al. provide a fundamental justification for inference using
logarithmic loss, by showing that under some mild conditions (the loss function satisfying some data processing
property and alphabet size larger than two) the reduction in optimal risk in the presence of side information is
uniquely characterized by mutual information, and the corresponding loss function coincides with the logarithmic
loss. Somewhat related, in [31] Painsky and Wornell show that for binary classification problems the logarithmic
loss dominates “universally” any other convenient (i.e., smooth, proper and convex) loss function, in the sense
that by minimizing the logarithmic loss one minimizes the regret that is associated with any such measures. More
specifically, the divergence associated any smooth, proper and convex loss function is shown to be bounded from
above by the Kullback-Leibler divergence, up to a multiplicative normalization constant. In [11], the authors study
the problem of universal lossy compression under logarithmic loss, and derive bounds on the non-asymptotic
fundamental limit of fixed-length universal coding with respect to a family of distributions that generalize the well-
known minimax bounds for universal lossless source coding. In [32], the minimax approach is studied for a problem
of remote prediction and is shown to correspond to a one-shot minimax noisy source coding problem. The setting of
remote prediction of [32] provides an approximate one-shot operational interpretation of the Information Bottleneck
method of [12], which is also sometimes interpreted as a remote source coding problem under logarithmic loss [22].
Logarithmic loss is also instrumental in problems of data compression under a mutual information constraint [33],
and problems of relaying with relay nodes that are constrained not to know the users’ codebooks (sometimes termed
“oblivious” or nomadic processing) which is studied in the single user case first by Sanderovich et al. in [34] and
then by Simeone et al. in [35], and in the multiple user multiple relay case by Aguerri et al. in [36] and [37]. Other
applications in which the logarithmic loss function can be used include secrecy and privacy [15], [38], hypothesis
testing against independence [19], [39]–[42] and others.
C. Outline and Notation
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a formal description of the CEO model that
is studied in this paper, as well as some definitions that are related to it. In Section III, we provide some results
6for the DM model that will be shown instrumental for the main goal of this paper which is the study of the
vector Gaussian CEO problem with side information under logarithmic loss. In particular, this section contains a
single-letter characterization of the rate-distortion region of the DM CEO with side information in the case in which
the agents’ observations are conditionally independent given the remote source and the decoder’s side information.
Section IV contains the main results of this paper. First, we establish an explicit characterization of the rate-distortion
region of the memoryless vector Gaussian CEO problem with side information under logarithmic loss. We then
show that Gaussian test channels with time-sharing exhaust the Berger-Tung rate region which is optimal. In this
section we also use our results on the CEO problem under logarithmic loss to infer complete solutions of three
related problems: the vector Gaussian distributed hypothesis testing against conditional independence problem, a
quadratic vector Gaussian CEO problem with a determinant constraint on the covariance matrix error, and the vector
Gaussian distributed Information Bottleneck problem. Section V provides BA-type algorithms for the computation
of the rate-distortion regions that are established in this paper in both DM and Gaussian cases as well as proofs of
their convergence and some numerical examples.
Throughout this paper, we use the following notation. Upper case letters are used to denote random variables,
e.g., X; lower case letters are used to denote realizations of random variables, e.g., x; and calligraphic letters denote
sets, e.g., X . The cardinality of a set X is denoted by |X |. The closure of a set A is denoted by A. The length-n
sequence (X1, . . . , Xn) is denoted as Xn; and, for integers j and k such that 1 ≤ k ≤ j ≤ n, the sub-sequence
(Xk, Xk+1, . . . , Xj) is denoted as X
j
k. Probability mass functions (pmfs) are denoted by PX(x) = Pr{X = x};
and, sometimes, for short, as p(x). We use P(X ) to denote the set of discrete probability distributions on X .
Boldface upper case letters denote vectors or matrices, e.g., X, where context should make the distinction clear.
For an integer K ≥ 1, we denote the set of integers smaller or equal K as K = {k ∈ N : 1 ≤ k ≤ K}. For a set
of integers S ⊆ K, the complementary set of S is denoted by Sc, i.e., Sc = {k ∈ N : k ∈ K \S}. Sometimes, for
convenience we will need to define S¯ as S¯ = {0}∪Sc. For a set of integers S ⊆ K; the notation XS designates the
set of random variables {Xk} with indices in the set S, i.e., XS = {Xk}k∈S . We denote the covariance of a zero
mean, complex-valued, vector X by Σx = E[XX†], where (·)† indicates conjugate transpose. Similarly, we denote
the cross-correlation of two zero-mean vectors X and Y as Σx,y = E[XY†], and the conditional correlation matrix
of X given Y as Σx|y = E
[(
X − E[X|Y])(X − E[X|Y])†] i.e., Σx|y = Σx −Σx,yΣ−1y Σy,x. For matrices A
and B, the notation diag(A,B) denotes the block diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the matrices A
and B and its off-diagonal elements are the all zero matrices. Also, for a set of integers J ⊂ N and a family of
matrices {Ai}i∈J of the same size, the notation AJ is used to denote the (super) matrix obtained by concatenating
vertically the matrices {Ai}i∈J , where the indices are sorted in the ascending order, e.g, A{0,2} = [A†0,A†2]†.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a (K+2)-dimensional memoryless source (X,Y0, Y1, . . . , YK) with finite alphabet X×Y0×Y1×. . .×YK
and joint probability mass function (pmf) PX,Y0,Y1,...,YK (x, y0, y1, . . . , yK). It is assumed that for all S ⊆ K :=
7{1, . . . ,K},
YS −
− (X,Y0)−
− YSc (3)
forms a Markov chain in that order. Also, let {(Xi, Y0,i, Y1,i, . . . , YK,i)}ni=1 be a sequence of n independent copies
of (X,Y0, Y1, . . . , YK), i.e., (Xn, Y n0 , Y
n
1 , . . . , Y
n
K) ∼
∏n
i=1 PX,Y0,Y1,...,YK (xi, y0,i, y1,i, . . . , yK,i). Consider now
the K-encoder CEO problem with side information shown in Figure 1. In this model, Encoder (or agent) k, k ∈ K,
observes the memoryless source Y nk and uses Rk bits per sample to describe it to the decoder. The decoder
observes a statistically dependent memoryless side information stream, in the form of the sequence Y n0 , and wants
to reconstruct the remote source Xn to within a prescribed fidelity level. Similar to [8], in this paper we take
the reproduction alphabet Xˆ to be equal to the set of probability distributions over the source alphabet X . Thus,
for a vector Xˆn ∈ Xˆn, the notation Xˆj(x) means the jth-coordinate of Xˆn, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, which is a probability
distribution on X , evaluated for the outcome x ∈ X . In other words, the decoder generates ‘soft‘ estimates of
the remote source’s sequences. We consider the logarithmic loss distortion measure defined as in (1), where the
letter-wise distortion measure is given by (2).
Definition 1. A rate-distortion code (of blocklength n) for the model of Figure 1 consists of K encoding functions
φ
(n)
k : Ynk → {1, . . . ,M (n)k }, for k = 1, . . . ,K,
and a decoding function
ψ(n) : {1, . . . ,M (n)1 } × . . .× {1, . . . ,M (n)K } × Yn0 → Xˆn. 
Definition 2. A rate-distortion tuple (R1, . . . , RK , D) is achievable for the DM CEO source coding problem with
side information if there exist a blocklength n, encoding functions {φ(n)k }Kk=1 and a decoding function ψ(n) such
that
Rk ≥ 1
n
logM
(n)
k , for k = 1, . . . ,K,
D ≥ E[d(n)(Xn, ψ(n)(φ(n)1 (Y n1 ), . . . , φ(n)K (Y nK), Y n0 ))].
The rate-distortion region RD?CEO of the model of Figure 1 is defined as the closure of all non-negative rate-
distortion tuples (R1, . . . , RK , D) that are achievable. 
III. SOME RESULTS IN THE DM CASE
A. Rate-Distortion Region
The following theorem gives a single-letter characterization of the rate-distortion region RD?CEO of the DM CEO
problem with side information under logarithmic loss measure.
8Definition 3. For given tuple of auxiliary random variables (U1, . . . , UK , Q) with distribution PUK,Q(uK, q) such
that PX,Y0,YK,UK,Q(x,y0,yK, uK, q) factorizes as
PX,Y0(x,y0)
K∏
k=1
PYk|X,Y0(yk|x,y0) PQ(q)
K∏
k=1
PUk|Yk,Q(uk|yk, q) (4)
define RDCEO(U1, . . . , UK , Q) as the set of all non-negative rate-distortion tuples (R1, . . . , RK , D) that satisfy,
for all subsets S ⊆ K, ∑
k∈S
Rk +D ≥
∑
k∈S
I(Yk;Uk|X,Y0, Q) +H(X|USc , Y0, Q). 
Theorem 1. The rate-distortion region for the DM CEO problem under logarithmic loss is given by
RD?CEO =
⋃
RDCEO(U1, . . . , UK , Q)
where the union is taken over all tuples (U1, . . . , UK , Q) with distributions that satisfy (4).
Proof. The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Appendix I.
Remark 1. To exhaust the region of Theorem 1, it is enough to restrict {Uk}Kk=1 and Q to satisfy |Uk| ≤ |Yk| for
k ∈ K and |Q| ≤ K + 2 (see [8, Appendix A]). 
Remark 2. Theorem 1 extends the result of [8, Theorem 10] to the case in which the decoder has, or observes,
its own side information stream Y n0 and the agents’ observations are conditionally independent given the remote
source Xn and Y n0 , i.e., Y
n
S −
− (Xn, Y n0 )−
− Y nSc holds for all subsets S ⊆ K. For instance, the side information
Y n0 does not need to be conditionally independent on the agents’ observations given X
n, i.e., the Markov chain
Y n0 −
−Xn −
− Y nK is not required to hold; and, for this reason, the result of Theorem 1 cannot be obtained by a
direct application of [8, Theorem 10] viewing Y n0 as another agent’s observation that is encoded at large (infinite)
rate. Specifically, our converse proof of Appendix I generalizes that of [8, Theorem 10] to the model with additional
correlated side information Y n0 at decoder such that the agents’ observations are independent conditionally on the
remote source Xn and Y n0 . Also, the proof involves a redefinition of the auxiliary random variables. 
B. An Example: Distributed Pattern Classification
Consider the problem of distributed pattern classification shown in Figure 2. In this example, the decoder is a
predictor whose role is to guess the unknown class X ∈ X of a measurable pair (Y1, Y2) ∈ Y1 × Y2 on the basis
of inputs from two learners as well as its own observation about the target class, in the form of some correlated
Y0 ∈ Y0. It is assumed that Y1 −
− (X,Y0)−
− Y2. The first learner produces its input based only on Y1 ∈ Y1; and
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Fig. 2: An example of distributed pattern classification.
the second learner produces its input based only on Y2 ∈ Y2. For the sake of a smaller generalization gap1, the
inputs of the learners are restricted to have description lengths that are no more than R1 and R2 bits per sample,
respectively. Let QU1|Y1 : Y1 −→ P(U1) and QU2|Y2 : Y2 −→ P(U2) be two (stochastic) such learners. Also, let
QXˆ|U1,U2,Y0 : U1×U2×Y0 −→ P(X ) be a soft-decoder or predictor that maps the pair of representations (U1, U2)
and Y0 to a probability distribution on the label space X . The pair of learners and predictor induce a classifier
QXˆ|Y0,Y1,Y2(x|y0, y1, y2) =
∑
u1∈U1
QU1|Y1(u1|y1)
∑
u2∈U2
QU2|Y2(u2|y2)QXˆ|U1,U2,Y0(x|u1, u2, y0)
= EQU1|Y1EQU2|Y2 [QXˆ|U1,U2,Y0(x|U1, U2, y0)] (5)
whose probability of classification error is defined as
PE(QXˆ|Y0,Y1,Y2) = 1− EPX,Y0,Y1,Y2 [QXˆ|Y0,Y1,Y2(X|Y0, Y1, Y2)]. (6)
Let RD?CEO be the rate-distortion region of the associated two-encoder DM CEO problem with side information
as given by Theorem 1. The following proposition shows that there exists a classifier Q?
Xˆ|Y0,Y1,Y2 for which the
probability of misclassification can be upper bounded in terms of the minimal average logarithmic loss distortion
that is achievable for the rate pair (R1, R2) in RD?CEO.
Proposition 1. For the problem of distributed pattern classification of Figure 2, there exists a classifier Q?
Xˆ|Y0,Y1,Y2
for which the probability of classification error satisfies
PE(Q?Xˆ|Y0,Y1,Y2) ≤ 1− exp
(
− inf{D : (R1, R2, D) ∈ RD?CEO}
)
where RD?CEO is the rate-distortion region of the associated two-encoder DM CEO problem with side information
as given by Theorem 1.
Proof. Let a triple mappings (QU1|Y1 , QU2|Y2 , QXˆ|U1,U2,Y0) be given. It is easy to see that the probability of
1The generalization gap, defined as the difference between the empirical risk (average risk over a finite training sample) and the population risk
(average risk over the true joint distribution), can be upper bounded using the mutual information between the learner’s inputs and outputs, see,
e.g., [43], [44] and the recent [45], which provides a fundamental justification of the use of the minimum description length (MDL) constraint
on the learners mappings as a regularizer term.
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classification error of the classifier QXˆ|Y0,Y1,Y2 as defined by (6) satisfies
PE(QXˆ|Y0,Y1,Y2) ≤ EPX,Y0,Y1,Y2 [− logQXˆ|Y0,Y1,Y2(X|Y0, Y1, Y2)]. (7)
Applying Jensen’s inequality on the right hand side (RHS) of (7), using the concavity of the logarithm function,
and combining with the fact that the exponential function increases monotonically, the probability of classification
error can be further bounded as
PE(QXˆ|Y0,Y1,Y2) ≤ 1− exp
(
− EPX,Y0,Y1,Y2 [− logQXˆ|Y0,Y1,Y2(X|Y0, Y1, Y2)]
)
. (8)
Using (5) and continuing from (8), we get
PE(QXˆ|Y0,Y1,Y2) ≤ 1− exp
(
− EPX,Y0,Y1,Y2 [− logEQU1|Y1EQU2|Y2 [QXˆ|U1,U2,Y0(X|U1, U2, Y0)]]
)
≤ 1− exp
(
− EPX,Y0,Y1,Y2EQU1|Y1EQU2|Y2 [− log[QXˆ|U1,U2,Y0(X|U1, U2, Y0)]]
)
(9)
where the last inequality follows by applying Jensen’s inequality and using the concavity of the logarithm function.
Noticing that the term in the exponential function in the RHS of (9),
D(QU1|Y1 , QU1|Y1 , QXˆ|U1,U2,Y0) := EPXY0Y1Y2EQU1|Y1EQU2|Y2 [− logQXˆ|U1,U2,Y0(X|U1, U2, Y0)] (10)
is the average logarithmic loss, or cross-entropy risk, of the triple (QU1|Y1 , QU2|Y2 , QXˆ|U1,U2,Y0); the inequality (9)
implies that minimizing the average logarithmic loss distortion leads to classifier with smaller (bound on) its
classification error. Using Theorem 1, the minimum average logarithmic loss, minimized over all mappings QU1|Y1 :
Y1 −→ P(U1) and QU2|Y2 : Y2 −→ P(U2) that have description lengths no more than R1 and R2 bits per-sample,
respectively, as well as all choices of QXˆ|U1,U2,Y0 : U1 × U2 × Y0 −→ P(X ), is
D?(R1, R2) = inf{D : (R1, R2, D) ∈ RD?CEO}. (11)
Thus, the direct part of Theorem 1 guarantees the existence of a classifier Q?
Xˆ|Y0,Y1,Y2 whose probability of error
satisfies the bound given in Proposition 1.
To make the above example more concrete, consider the following scenario where Y0 plays the role of information
about the sub-class of the label class X ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. More specifically, let S be a random variable that is uniformly
distributed over {1, 2}. Also, let X1 and X2 be two random variables that are independent between them and from
S, distributed uniformly over {1, 3} and {0, 2} respectively. The state S acts as a random switch that connects X1
or X2 to X , i.e.,
X = XS . (12)
That is, if S = 1 then X = X1, and if S = 2 then X = X2. Thus, the value of S indicates whether X is odd- or
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even-valued (i.e., the sub-class of X). Also, let
Y0 = S (13a)
Y1 = XS ⊕ Z1 (13b)
Y2 = XS ⊕ Z2 (13c)
where Z1 and Z2 are Bernoulli-(p) random variables, p ∈ (0, 1), that are independent between them, and from
(S,X1, X2), and the addition is modulo 4. For simplification, we let R1 = R2 = R. We numerically approximate
the set of (R,D) pairs such that (R,R,D) is in the rate-distortion region RD?CEO corresponding to the CEO
network of this example. The algorithm that we use for the computation will be described in detail in Section V-A.
The lower convex envelope of these (R,D) pairs is plotted in Figure 3a for p ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5}. Continuing
our example, we also compute the upper bound on the probability of classification error according to Proposition 1.
The result is given in Figure 3b. Observe that if Y1 and Y2 are high-quality estimates of X (e.g., p = 0.01), then
a small increase in the complexity R results in a large relative improvement of the (bound on) the probability
of classification error. On the other hand, if Y1 and Y2 are low-quality estimates of X (e.g., p = 0.25) then we
require a large increase of R in order to obtain an appreciable reduction in the error probability. Recalling that
larger R implies lesser generalization capability [43]–[45], these numerical results are consistent with the fact
that classifiers should strike a good balance between accuracy and their ability to generalize well to unseen data.
Figure 3c quantifies the value of side information S given to both learners and predictor, none of them, or only the
predictor, for p = 0.25.
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Fig. 3: Illustration of the bound on the probability of classification error of Proposition 1 for the example described
by (12) and (13). (a) Distortion-rate function of the network of Figure 2 computed for p ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5}.
(b) Upper bound on the probability of classification error computed according to Proposition 1. (c) Effect of side
information (SI) Y0 when given to both learners and the predictor, only the predictor or none of them.
C. Estimation of Encoder Observations
In this section, we focus on the two-encoder case, i.e., K = 2. Suppose the decoder wants to estimate the
encoder observations (Y1, Y2), i.e., X = (Y1, Y2). Note that in this case the side information Y0 can be chosen
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arbitrarily correlated to (Y1, Y2) and is not restricted to satisfy any Markov structure, since the Markov chain
Y1 −
− (X,Y0)−
− Y2 is satisfied for all choices of Y0 that are arbitrarily correlated with (Y1, Y2).
If a distortion of D bits is tolerated on the joint estimation of the pair (Y1, Y2), then the achievable rate-distortion
region can be obtained easily from Theorem 1, as a slight variation of the Slepian-Wolf region, namely the set of
non-negative rate-distortion triples (R1, R2, D) such that
R1 ≥ H(Y1|Y0, Y2)−D (14a)
R2 ≥ H(Y2|Y0, Y1)−D (14b)
R1 +R2 ≥ H(Y1, Y2|Y0)−D. (14c)
The following theorem gives a characterization of the set of rate-distortion quadruples (R1, R2, D1, D2) that are
achievable in the more general case in which a distortion D1 is tolerated on the estimation of the source component
Y1 and a distortion D2 is tolerated on the estimation of the source component Y2, i.e., the rate-distortion region
of the two-encoder DM multiterminal source coding problem with arbitrarily correlated side information at the
decoder.
Theorem 2. If X = (Y1, Y2), the component Y1 is to be reconstructed to within average logarithmic loss distortion
D1 and the component Y2 is to be reconstructed to within average logarithmic loss distortion D2, the rate-
distortion region RD?MT of the associated two-encoder DM multiterminal source coding problem with correlated
side information at the decoder under logarithmic loss is given by the set of all non-negative rate-distortion
quadruples (R1, R2, D1, D2) that satisfy
R1 ≥ I(U1;Y1|U2, Y0, Q)
R2 ≥ I(U2;Y2|U1, Y0, Q)
R1 +R2 ≥ I(U1, U2;Y1, Y2|Y0, Q)
D1 ≥ H(Y1|U1, U2, Y0, Q)
D2 ≥ H(Y2|U1, U2, Y0, Q)
for some joint measure of the form PY0,Y1,Y2(y0, y1, y2)PQ(q)PU1|Y1,Q(u1|y1, q)PU2|Y2,Q(u2|y2, q).
Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 is given in Appendix II.
Remark 3. The auxiliary random variables of Theorem 2 are such that U1 −
− (Y1, Q) −
− (Y0, Y2, U2) and
U2 −
− (Y2, Q)−
− (Y0, Y1, U1) form Markov chains. 
Remark 4. The result of Theorem 2 extends that of [8, Theorem 6] for the two-encoder source coding problem with
average logarithmic loss distortion constraints on Y1 and Y2 and no side information at the decoder to the setting
in which the decoder has its own side information Y0 that is arbitrarily correlated with (Y1, Y2). It is noteworthy
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that while the Berger-Tung inner bound is known to be non-tight for more than two encoders, as it is not optimal
for the lossless modulo-sum problem of Korner and Marton [46], Theorem 2 shows that it is tight for the case of
three encoders if the observation of the third encoder is encoded at large (infinite) rate. 
In the case in which the sources Y1 and Y2 are conditionally independent given Y0, i.e., Y1 −
− Y0 −
− Y2 forms
a Markov chain, it can be shown easily that the result of Theorem 2 reduces to the set of rates and distortions that
satisfy
R1 ≥ I(U1;Y1)− I(U1;Y0) (15)
R2 ≥ I(U2;Y2)− I(U2;Y0) (16)
D1 ≥ H(Y1|U1, Y0) (17)
D2 ≥ H(Y2|U2, Y0) (18)
for some measure of the form PY0,Y1,Y2(y0, y1, y2)PU1|Y1(u1|y1)PU2|Y2(u2|y2).
This result can also be obtained by applying [47, Theorem 6] with the reproduction functions therein chosen as
fk(Uk, Y0) := Pr[Yk = yk|Uk, Y0], for k = 1, 2. (19)
Then, note that with this choice we have
E[d(Yk, fk(Uk, Y0)] = H(Yk|Uk, Y0), for k = 1, 2. (20)
IV. VECTOR GAUSSIAN CEO PROBLEM WITH SIDE INFORMATION
Consider the K-encoder CEO problem shown in Figure 1. In this section, the remote vector source X is complex-
valued, has nx-dimensions, and is assumed to be Gaussian with zero mean and covariance matrix Σx  0.
Xn = (X1, . . . ,Xn) denotes a collection of n independent copies of X. The agents’ observations are Gaussian
noisy versions of the remote vector source, with the observation at agent k ∈ K given by
Yk,i = HkXi + Nk,i, for i = 1, . . . , n (21)
where Hk ∈ Cnk×nx represents the channel matrix connecting the remote vector source to the k-th agent; and
Nk,i ∈ Cnk is the noise vector at this agent, assumed to be i.i.d. Gaussian with zero-mean and covariance matrix
Σk  0 and independent from Xi. The decoder has its own noisy observation of the remote vector source, in the
form of a correlated jointly Gaussian side information stream Yn0 , with
Y0,i = H0Xi + N0,i, for i = 1, . . . , n (22)
where, similar to the above, H0 ∈ Cn0×nx is the channel matrix connecting the remote vector source to the CEO;
and N0,i ∈ Cn0 is the noise vector at the CEO, assumed to be Gaussian with zero-mean and covariance matrix
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Σ0  0 and independent from Xi. In this section, it is assumed that the agents’ observations are independent
conditionally given the remote vector source Xn and the side information Yn0 , i.e., for all S ⊆ K,
YnS −
− (Xn,Yn0 )−
−YSc . (23)
Using (21) and (22), it is easy to see that the assumption (23) is equivalent to that the noises at the agents are
independent conditionally given N0. Recalling that for a set S ⊆ K, the notation NS designates the collection of
noise vectors with indices in the set S, in what follows we denote the covariance matrix of NS as ΣnS .
A. Rate-Distortion Region
We first state the following proposition which essentially extends the result of Theorem 1 to the case of sources
with continuous alphabets.
Definition 4. For given tuple of auxiliary random variables (U1, . . . , UK , Q) with distribution PUK,Q(uK, q) such
that PX,Y0,YK,UK,Q(x,y0,yK, uK, q) factorizes as
PX,Y0(x,y0)
K∏
k=1
PYk|X,Y0(yk|x,y0) PQ(q)
K∏
k=1
PUk|Yk,Q(uk|yk, q) (24)
define R˜DICEO(U1, . . . , UK , Q) as the set of all non-negative rate-distortion tuples (R1, . . . , RK , D) that satisfy,
for all subsets S ⊆ K,
D +
∑
k∈S
Rk ≥
∑
k∈S
I(Yk;Uk|X,Y0, Q) + h(X|USc ,Y0, Q). (25)
Also, let R˜DICEO :=
⋃ R˜DICEO(U1, . . . , UK , Q) where the union is taken over all tuples (U1, . . . , UK , Q) with
distributions that satisfy (24). 
Definition 5. For given tuple of auxiliary random variables (V1, . . . , VK , Q′) with distribution PVK,Q′(vK, q′) such
that PX,Y0,YK,VK,Q′(x,y0,yK, vK, q
′) factorizes as
PX,Y0(x,y0)
K∏
k=1
PYk|X,Y0(yk|x,y0) PQ′(q′)
K∏
k=1
PVk|Yk,Q′(vk|yk, q′) (26)
define R˜DIICEO(V1, . . . , VK , Q′) as the set of all non-negative rate-distortion tuples (R1, . . . , RK , D) that satisfy,
for all subsets S ⊆ K, ∑
k∈S
Rk ≥ I(YS ;VS |VSc ,Y0, Q′)
D ≥ h(X|V1, . . . , VK ,Y0, Q′).
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Also, let R˜DIICEO :=
⋃ R˜DIICEO(V1, . . . , VK , Q′) where the union is taken over all tuples (V1, . . . , VK , Q′) with
distributions that satisfy (26). 
Proposition 2. The rate-distortion region for the vector Gaussian CEO problem under logarithmic loss is given
by
RD?VG-CEO = R˜D
I
CEO = R˜D
II
CEO.
Proof. The proof of Proposition 2 is given in Appendix III.
For convenience, we now introduce the following notation which will be instrumental in what follows. Let, for
every set S ⊆ K, the set S¯ = {0} ∪ Sc. Also, for S ⊆ K and given matrices {Ωk}Kk=1 such that 0  Ωk  Σ−1k ,
let ΛS¯ designate the block-diagonal matrix given by
ΛS¯ :=
[
0 0
0 diag({Σk −ΣkΩkΣk}k∈Sc)
]
(27)
where 0 in the principal diagonal elements is the n0×n0-all zero matrix.
The following theorem gives an explicit characterization of the rate-distortion region of the vector Gaussian CEO
problem with side information under logarithmic loss measure that we study in this section.
Theorem 3. The rate-distortion region RD?VG-CEO of the vector Gaussian CEO problem under logarithmic loss
is given by the set of all non-negative rate-distortion tuples (R1, . . . , RK , D) that satisfy, for all subsets S ⊆ K,
D +
∑
k∈S
Rk ≥
∑
k∈S
log
1
|I−ΩkΣk| + log
∣∣∣∣(pie)(Σ−1x + H†S¯Σ−1nS¯(I−ΛS¯Σ−1nS¯)HS¯)−1
∣∣∣∣
for matrices {Ωk}Kk=1 such that 0  Ωk  Σ−1k , where S¯ = {0} ∪ Sc and ΛS¯ is as defined by (27).
Proof. The proof of the direct part of Theorem 3 follows simply by evaluating the region R˜DICEO as described by
the inequalities (25) using Gaussian test channels and no time-sharing. Specifically, we set Q = ∅ and p(uk|yk, q) =
CN (yk,Σ1/2k (Ωk − I)Σ1/2k ), k ∈ K. The proof of the converse appears in Appendix IV.
In the case in which the noises at the agents are independent among them and from the noise N0 at the CEO,
the result of Theorem 3 takes a simpler form which is stated in the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Consider the vector Gaussian CEO problem described by (21) and (22) with the noises (N1, . . . ,NK)
being independent among them and with N0. Under logarithmic loss, the rate-distortion region this model is given
by the set of all non-negative tuples (R1, . . . , RK , D) that satisfy, for all subsets S ⊆ K,
D +
∑
k∈S
Rk ≥
∑
k∈S
log
1
|I−ΩkΣk| + log
∣∣∣∣(pie)(Σ−1x + H†0Σ−10 H0 + ∑
k∈Sc
H†kΩkHk
)−1∣∣∣∣
for some matrices {Ωk}Kk=1 such that 0  Ωk  Σ−1k . 
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Proposition 2 shows that the union of all rate-distortion tuples that satisfy (25) for all subsets S ⊆ K coincides
with the Berger-Tung inner bound in which time-sharing is used. The direct part of Theorem 3 is obtained by
evaluating (25) using Gaussian test channels and Q = ∅, not the Berger-Tung inner bound. The reader may wonder:
i) whether Gaussian test channels also exhaust the Berger-Tung inner bound for the vector Gaussian CEO problem
that we study here, and ii) whether time-sharing is needed with the Berger-Tung scheme. This is addressed in
Section IV-B, where it will be shown that the answer to both questions is positive. Furthermore, for the converse
proof of Theorem 3, we derive an outer bound on the region described by (25). In doing so, we use the de Bruijn
identity, a connection between differential entropy and Fisher information, along with the properties of MMSE
and Fisher information. By opposition to the case of quadratic distortion measure for which the application of this
technique was shown in [16] to result in an outer bound that is generally non-tight, Theorem 3 shows that the
approach is successful in the case of logarithmic loss distortion measure as it yields a complete characterization
of the region. On this aspect, we mention that although in the specific case of scalar Gaussian sources an alternate
converse proof may be obtained by extending that of the scalar Gaussian many-help-one source coding problem by
Oahama [1] and Prabhakaran et al. [2] through accounting for additional side information at CEO and replacing the
original mean square error distortion constraint with conditional entropy, such approach does not seem conclusive
in the vector case as the entropy power inequality is known to be generally non-tight in this setting [17], [18].
Remark 5. The result of Theorem 3 generalizes that of [33] which considers the case of only one agent, i.e.,
the remote vector Gaussian Wyner-Ziv model under logarithmic loss, to the case of an arbitrarily number of
agents. The converse proof of [33], which relies on the technique of orthogonal transform to reduce the vector
setting to one of parallel scalar Gaussian settings, seems insufficient to diagonalize all the noise covariance matrices
simultaneously in the case of more than one agent. The result of Theorem 3 is also connected to recent developments
on characterizing the capacity of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) relay channels in which the relay nodes are
connected to the receiver through error-free finite-capacity links (i.e., the so-called cloud radio access networks).
In particular, the reader may refer to [48, Theorem 4] where important progress is done, and [37] where compress-
and-forward with joint decompression-decoding is shown to be optimal under the constraint of oblivious relay
processing. 
B. Gaussian Test Channels with Time-Sharing Exhaust the Berger-Tung Region
In this section, we show that for the vector Gaussian CEO problem under logarithmic loss that we study, the
Berger-Tung coding scheme with Gaussian test channels and time-sharing achieves distortion levels that are not
larger than any other coding scheme. That is, Gaussian test channels with time-sharing exhaust the region R˜DIICEO
as defined in Definition 5.
Proposition 3. The rate-distortion region for the vector Gaussian CEO problem under logarithmic loss is given
by
RD?VG-CEO =
⋃
R˜DIICEO(V G1 , . . . , V GK , Q′)
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where R˜DIICEO(·) is as given in Definition 5 and the superscript G is used to denote that the union is taken over
Gaussian distributed V Gk ∼ p(vk|yk, q′) conditionally on (Yk, Q′).
Proof. For the proof of Proposition 3, it is sufficient to show that, for fixed Gaussian conditional distributions
{p(uk|yk)}Kk=1, the extreme points of the polytopes defined by (25) are dominated by points that are in R˜D
II
CEO
and which are achievable using Gaussian conditional distributions {p(vk|yk, q′)}Kk=1. Hereafter, we give a brief
outline of proof for the case K = 2. The reasoning for K ≥ 2 is similar and is provided in Appendix V. Consider
the inequalities (25) with Q = ∅ and (U1, U2) := (UG1 , UG2 ) chosen to be Gaussian (see Theorem 3). Consider now
the extreme points of the polytopes defined by the obtained inequalities:
P1 = (0, 0, I(Y1;U
G
1 |X,Y0) + I(Y2;UG2 |X,Y0) + h(X|Y0))
P2 = (I(Y1;U
G
1 |Y0), 0, I(UG2 ; Y2|X,Y0) + h(X|UG1 ,Y0))
P3 = (0, I(Y2;U
G
2 |Y0), I(UG1 ; Y1|X,Y0) + h(X|UG2 ,Y0))
P4 = (I(Y1;U
G
1 |Y0), I(Y2;UG2 |UG1 ,Y0), h(X|UG1 , UG2 ,Y0))
P5 = (I(Y1;U
G
1 |UG2 ,Y0), I(Y2;UG2 |Y0), h(X|UG1 , UG2 ,Y0))
where the point Pj is a a triple (R
(j)
1 , R
(j)
2 , D
(j)). It is easy to see that each of these points is dominated by a point in
R˜DIICEO, i.e., there exists (R1, R2, D) ∈ R˜D
II
CEO for which R1 ≤ R(j)1 , R2 ≤ R(j)2 and D ≤ D(j). To see this, first
note that P4 and P5 are both in R˜D
II
CEO. Next, observe that the point (0, 0, h(X|Y0)) is in R˜D
II
CEO, which is clearly
achievable by letting (V1, V2, Q′) = (∅, ∅, ∅), dominates P1. Also, by using letting (V1, V2, Q′) = (UG1 , ∅, ∅), we
have that the point (I(Y1;U1|Y0), 0, h(X|U1,Y0)) is in R˜D
II
CEO, and dominates the point P2. A similar argument
shows that P3 is dominated by a point in R˜D
II
CEO. The proof is terminated by observing that, for all above corner
points, Vk is set either equal UGk (which is Gaussian distributed conditionally on Yk) or a constant.
Remark 6. Proposition 3 shows that for the vector Gaussian CEO problem with side information under a
logarithmic loss constraint, vector Gaussian quantization codebooks with time-sharing are optimal. In the case
of quadratic distortion constraint, however, a characterization of the rate-distortion region is still to be found in
general, and it is not known yet whether vector Gaussian quantization codebooks (with or without time-sharing)
are optimal, except in few special cases such as that of scalar Gaussian sources or the case of only one agent, i.e.,
the remote vector Gaussian Wyner-Ziv problem whose rate-distortion region is found in [33]. In [33], Tian and
Chen also found the rate-distortion region of the remote vector Gaussian Wyner-Ziv problem under logarithmic loss,
which they showed achievable using Gaussian quantization codebooks that are different from those (also Gaussian)
that are optimal in the case of quadratic distortion. As we already mentioned, our result of Theorem 3 generalizes
that of [33] to the case of an arbitrary number of agents. 
Remark 7. One may wonder whether giving the decoder side information Y0 to the encoders is beneficial. Similar
to the well known result in Wyner-Ziv source coding of scalar Gaussian sources, our result of Theorem 3 shows
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that encoder side information does not help. 
C. An Example: Quadratic Vector Gaussian CEO Problem with Determinant Constraint
We now turn to the case in which the distortion is measured under quadratic loss. In this case, the mean square
error matrix is defined by
D(n) :=
1
n
n∑
i=1
E[(Xi − Xˆi)(Xi − Xˆi)†]. (28)
Under a (general) error constraint of the form
D(n)  D (29)
where D designates here a prescribed positive definite error matrix, a complete solution is still to be found in
general. In what follows, we replace the constraint (29) with one on the determinant of the error matrix D(n), i.e.,
|D(n)| ≤ D (30)
(D is a scalar here). We note that since the error matrix D(n) is minimized by choosing the decoding as
Xˆi = E[Xi|φ˘(n)1 (Yn1 ), . . . , φ˘(n)K (YnK),Yn0 ] (31)
where {φ˘(n)k }Kk=1 denote the encoding functions, without loss of generality we can write (28) as
D(n) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
mmse(Xi|φ˘(n)1 (Yn1 ), . . . , φ˘(n)K (YnK),Yn0 ). (32)
Definition 6. A rate-distortion tuple (R1, . . . , RK , D) is achievable for the quadratic vector Gaussian CEO problem
with determinant constraint if there exist a blocklength n, K encoding functions {φ˘(n)k }Kk=1 such that
Rk ≥ 1
n
logM
(n)
k , for k = 1, . . . ,K,
D ≥
∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
mmse(Xi|φ˘(n)1 (Yn1 ), . . . , φ˘(n)K (YnK),Yn0 )
∣∣∣∣.
The rate-distortion region RDdetVG-CEO is defined as the closure of all non-negative tuples (R1, . . . , RK , D) that
are achievable. 
The following theorem characterizes the rate-distortion region of the quadratic vector Gaussian CEO problem
with determinant constraint.
Theorem 4. The rate-distortion regionRDdetVG-CEO of the quadratic vector Gaussian CEO problem with determinant
constraint is given by the set of all non-negative tuples (R1, . . . , RK , D) that satisfy, for all subsets S ⊆ K,
log
1
D
≤
∑
k∈S
Rk + log |I−ΩkΣk|+ log
∣∣∣Σ−1x + H†S¯Σ−1nS¯(I−ΛS¯Σ−1nS¯)HS¯ ∣∣∣
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for matrices {Ωk}Kk=1 such that 0  Ωk  Σ−1k , where S¯ = {0} ∪ Sc and ΛS¯ is as defined by (27).
Proof. The proof of Theorem 4 is given in Appendix VI.
Remark 8. It is believed that the approach of this section, which connects the quadratic vector Gaussian CEO
problem to that under logarithmic loss, can also be exploited to possibly infer other new results on the quadratic
vector Gaussian CEO problem. Alternatively, it can also be used to derive new converses on the quadratic vector
Gaussian CEO problem. For example, in the case of scalar sources, Theorem 4, and Lemma 12, readily provide
an alternate converse proof to those of [1], [2] for this model. 
D. An Example: Hypothesis Testing Against Conditional Independence
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Xn Y n0
Fig. 4: Distributed hypothesis testing against conditional independence.
Consider the problem of distributed hypothesis testing shown in Figure 4. Here the distribution of (X,Y0, Y1, . . . , YK)
is such that X and (Y0, Y1, . . . , YK) are correlated under the null hypothesis H0, with their joint distribution assumed
to satisfy the Markov chain (3) under this hypothesis; and X and (Y1, . . . , YK) are independent conditionally given
Y0 under the alternate hypothesis H1, i.e.,
H0 : PX,Y0,Y1...,YK = PX,Y0
K∏
i=1
PYk|X,Y0 (33a)
H1 : QX,Y0,Y1...,YK = PY0PX|Y0PY1,...,YK |Y0 . (33b)
Let {Xi, Y0,i, Y1,i, . . . , YK,i}ni=1 be an i.i.d. sequence of random vectors with the distribution at a single stage
being the same as the generic vector (X,Y0, Y1, . . . , YK). As shown in Figure 4, Encoder k ∈ K observes Y nk and
then sends a message to the detector using an encoding function
φ˘
(n)
k : Ynk → {1, . . . ,M (n)k }. (34)
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The pair (Xn, Y n0 ) is available at the detector which uses it together with the messages from the encoders to make
a decision between the two hypotheses based on a decision rule
ψ˘(n) : {1, . . . ,M (n)1 } × . . .× {1, . . . ,M (n)K } × Xn × Yn0 → {H0, H1}. (35)
The mapping (35) is such that ψ˘(n)(m1, . . . ,mK , xn, yn0 ) = H0 if (m1, . . . ,mK , x
n, yn0 ) ∈ An and H1 otherwise,
with
An ⊆
n∏
k=1
{1, . . . ,M (n)k } × Xn × Yn0
designating the acceptance region for H0. The encoders {φ˘(n)k }Kk=1 and the detector ψ˘(n) are such that the Type I
error probability does not exceed a prescribed level  ∈ [0, 1], i.e.,
P
φ˘
(n)
1 (Y
n
1 ),...,φ˘
(n)
K (Y
n
K),X
n,Y n0
(Acn) ≤  (36)
and the Type II error probability does not exceed β, i.e.,
Q
φ˘
(n)
1 (Y
n
1 ),...,φ˘
(n)
K (Y
n
K),X
n,Y n0
(An) ≤ β. (37)
A rate-exponent tuple (R1, . . . , RK , E) is achievable for a fixed  ∈ [0, 1] if for any positive δ and sufficiently
large n there exist encoders {φ˘(n)k }Kk=1 and a detector ψ˘(n) such that
1
n
logM
(n)
k ≤ Rk + δ for all k ∈ K, and (38a)
− 1
n
log β ≥ E − δ. (38b)
Let RHT, be the set of all achievable rate-exponent vectors for a fixed  ∈ (0, 1]. The rate-exponent region RHT is
defined as
RHT :=
⋂
>0
RHT,. (39)
Our goal in this section is to characterize the region RHT for jointly vector Gaussian (X,Y0,Y1, . . . ,YK). For
convenience, we start with an entropy characterization of the rate-exponent region as well as a connection with the
rate-distortion region of an associated CEO problem under logarithm loss, both stated in the DM case. We shall
use them later in this section for our aim of characterizing RHT for jointly vector Gaussian (X,Y0,Y1, . . . ,YK).
Define the set
R? =
⋃
n
⋃
{φ˘(n)k }k∈K
R?
(
n, {φ˘(n)k }k∈K
)
(40)
where
R?
(
n, {φ˘(n)k }k∈K
)
=
{
(R1, . . . , RK , E) s.t.
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Rk ≥ 1
n
log |φ˘(n)k (Y nk )| for all k ∈ K, and (41a)
E ≤ 1
n
I({φ˘(n)k (Y nk )}k∈K;Xn|Y n0 )
}
. (41b)
We have the following proposition, whose proof is essentially similar to that of [39, Theorem 5] and, hence, is
omitted.
Proposition 4. RHT =R?.
Now, recall the CEO source coding problem under logarithmic loss of Figure 1 and its rate-distortion region
RD?CEO as given by Theorem 1 in the case in which the Markov chain (3) holds. The following proposition states
that RHT and RD?CEO can be inferred from each other.
Proposition 5. (R1, . . . , RK , E) ∈ RHT if and only if (R1, . . . , RK , H(X|Y0)− E) ∈ RD?CEO.
Proof. The proof of Proposition 5 appears in Appendix VII.
The result of the next proposition follows easily by using Theorem 1 and Proposition 5.
Proposition 6. For the distributed hypothesis testing against conditional independence problem of Figure 4, the
rate-exponent region is given by the union of all non-negative tuples (R1, . . . , RK , E) that satisfy, for all subsets
S ⊆ K,
E ≤ I(USc ;X|Y0, Q) +
∑
k∈S
(
Rk − I(Yk;Uk|X,Y0, Q)
)
for some auxiliary random variables (U1, . . . , UK , Q) with distribution PUK,Q(uK, q) such that
PX,Y0,YK,UK,Q(x, y0, yK, uK, q)
= PQ(q)PX,Y0(x, y0)
K∏
k=1
PYk|X,Y0(yk|x, y0)
K∏
k=1
PUk|Yk,Q(uk|yk, q). (42)
Remark 9. In [19], Rahman and Wagner study the hypothesis testing problem of Figure 4 in the case in which X
is replaced by a two-source (YK+1, X) such that, like in our setup (which corresponds to YK+1 deterministic), Y0
induces conditional independence between (Y1, . . . , YK , YK+1) and X under the alternate hypothesis H1. Under the
null hypothesis H0, however, the model studied by Rahman and Wagner in [19] assumes a more general distribution
than ours in which (Y1, . . . , YK , YK+1) are arbitrarily correlated among them and with the pair (X,Y0). More
precisely, the joint distributions of (X,Y1, . . . , YK , YK+1) under the null and alternate hypotheses as considered
in [19] are
H0 : P˜X,Y0,Y1...,YK ,YK+1 = PY0PX,Y1,...,YK ,YK+1|Y0 (43a)
H1 : Q˜X,Y0,Y1...,YK ,YK+1 = PY0PX|Y0PY1,...,YK ,YK+1|Y0 . (43b)
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For this model, they provide inner and outer bounds on the rate-exponent region which do not mach in general
(see [19, Theorem 1] for the inner bound and [19, Theorem 2] for the outer bound). The inner bound of [19,
Theorem 1] is based on a scheme, named Quantize-Bin-Test scheme therein, that is similar to the Berger-Tung
distributed source coding scheme [49], [50]; and whose achievable rate-exponent region can be shown through
submodularity arguments to be equivalent to the region stated in Proposition 6 (with YK+1 set to be deterministic).
The result of Proposition 6 then shows that if the joint distribution of the variables under the null hypothesis is
restricted to satisfy (33a), i.e., the encoders’ observations {Yk}k∈K are independent conditionally given (X,Y0),
then the Quantize-Bin-Test scheme of [19, Theorem 1] is optimal. We note that, prior to this work, for general
distributions under the null hypothesis (i.e., without the Markov chain (3) under this hypothesis) the optimality of
the Quantize-Bin-Test scheme of [19] for the problem of testing against conditional independence was known only
for the special case of a single encoder, i.e., K = 1, (see [19, Theorem 3]), a result which can also be recovered
from Proposition 6. 
We now turn to a continuous example of the hypothesis testing problem studied in this section. In this example,
(X,Y0,Y1, . . . ,YK) is a zero-mean Gaussian random vector such that
Y0 = H0X + N0 (44)
where H0 ∈ Cn0×nx , X ∈ Cnx and N0 ∈ Cn0 are independent Gaussian vectors with zero-mean and covariance
matrices Σx  0 and Σ0  0, respectively. The vectors (Y1, . . . ,YK) and X are correlated under the null
hypothesis H0 and are independent under the alternate hypothesis H1, with
H0 : Yk = HkX + Nk, for all k ∈ K (45a)
H1 : (Y1, . . . ,YK) independent from X conditionally given Y0. (45b)
The noise vectors (N1, . . . ,NK) are jointly Gaussian with zero mean and covariance matrix ΣnK  0. They are
assumed to be independent from X but correlated among them and with N0, with for every S ⊆ K,
NS −
−N0 −
−NSc . (46)
Let Σk denote the covariance matrix of noise Nk, k ∈ K. Also, let RVG-HT denote the rate-exponent region of
this vector Gaussian hypothesis testing against conditional independence problem. The following theorem gives an
explicit characterization of RVG-HT. The proof uses Proposition 5 and Theorem 3 in a manner that is essentially
similar to that in the proof of Theorem 4; and, hence, it is omitted for brevity.
Theorem 5. The rate-exponent region RVG-HT of the vector Gaussian hypothesis testing against conditional
independence problem is given by the set of all non-negative tuples (R1, . . . , RK , E) that satisfy, for all subsets
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S ⊆ K,
E ≤
∑
k∈S
(
Rk + log |I−ΩkΣk|
)
+ log
∣∣∣I + ΣxH†S¯Σ−1nS¯(I−ΛS¯Σ−1nS¯)HS¯ ∣∣∣− log ∣∣∣I + ΣxH†0Σ−10 H0∣∣∣
for matrices {Ωk}Kk=1 such that 0  Ωk  Σ−1k , where S¯ = {0} ∪ Sc and ΛS¯ is given by (27). 
Remark 10. An alternate proof of Theorem 5, which is direct, can be obtained by evaluating the region of
Proposition 6 for the model (45). Specifically, in the proof of the direct part we set Q = ∅ and p(uk|yk) =
CN (yk,Σ1/2k (Ωk − I)Σ1/2k ) for k ∈ K. The proof of the converse part follows by using Proposition 6 and
proceeding along the lines of the converse part of Theorem 3 in Appendix IV. 
In what follows, we elaborate on two special cases of Theorem 5, i) the one-encoder vector Gaussian testing
against conditional independence problem (i.e., K = 1) and ii) the K-encoder scalar Gaussian testing against
independence problem.
i) Let us first consider the case K = 1. In this case, the Markov chain (46) which is to be satisfied under the
null hypothesis is non-restrictive; and Theorem 5 then provides a complete solution of the (general) one-encoder
vector Gaussian testing against conditional independence problem. More precisely, in this case the optimal trade-off
between rate and Type II error exponent is given by the set of pairs (R1, E) that satisfy
E ≤ R1 + log |I−Ω1Σ1| (47a)
E ≤ log
∣∣∣I + ΣxH†{0,1}Σ−1n{0,1}(I−Λ{0,1}Σ−1n{0,1})H{0,1}∣∣∣− log ∣∣∣I + ΣxH†0Σ−10 H0∣∣∣ , (47b)
for some n1×n1 matrix Ω1 such that 0  Ω1  Σ−11 , where H{0,1} = [H†0,H†1]†, Σn{0,1} is the covariance
matrix of noise (N0,N1) and
Λ{0,1} :=
[
0 0
0 Σ1 −Σ1Ω1Σ1
]
(48)
with the 0 in its principal diagonal denoting the n0×n0-all zero matrix. In particular, for the setting of testing
against independence, i.e., Y0 = ∅ and the decoder’s task reduced to guessing whether Y1 and X are independent
or not, the optimal trade-off expressed by (47) reduces to the set of (R1, E) pairs that satisfy, for some n1×n1
matrix Ω1 such that 0  Ω1  Σ−11 ,
E ≤ min
{
R1 + log |I−Ω1Σ1| , log
∣∣∣I + ΣxH†1Ω1H1∣∣∣} . (49)
Observe that (47) is the counter-part, to the vector Gaussian setting, of the result of [19, Theorem 3] which
provides a single-letter formula for the Type II error exponent for the one-encoder DM testing against conditional
independence problem. Similarly, (49) is the solution of the vector Gaussian version of the one-encoder DM testing
against independence problem which is studied, and solved, by Ahlswede and Csiszar in [39, Theorem 2]. Also,
we mention that, perhaps non-intuitive, in the one-encoder vector Gaussian testing against independence problem
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swapping the roles of Y1 and X (i.e., giving X to the encoder and the noisy (under the null hypothesis) Y1 to
the decoder) does not result in an increase of the Type II error exponent which is then identical to (49). Note that
this is in sharp contrast with the related2 setting of standard lossy source reproduction, i.e., the decoder aiming to
reproduce the source observed at the encoder to within some average squared error distortion level using the sent
compression message and its own side information, for which it is easy to see that, for given R1 bits per sample,
smaller distortion levels are allowed by having the encoder observe X and the decoder observe Y1, instead of the
encoder observing the noisy Y1 = H1X + N1 and the decoder observing X.
ii) Consider now the special case of the setup of Theorem 5 in which K ≥ 2, Y0 = ∅, and the sources and
noises are all scalar complex-valued, i.e., nx = 1 and nk = 1 for all k ∈ K. The vector (Y1, . . . , YK) and X are
correlated under the null hypothesis H0 and independent under the alternate hypothesis H1, with
H0 : Yk = X +Nk, for all k ∈ K (50a)
H1 : (Y1, . . . , YK) independent from X. (50b)
The noises N1, . . . , NK are zero-mean jointly Gaussian, mutually independent and independent from X . Also, we
assume that the variances σ2k of noise Nk, k ∈ K, and σ2X of X are all positive. In this case, it can be easily shown
that Theorem 5 reduces to
RSG-HT =
{
(R1, . . . , RK , E) : ∃ (γ1, . . . , γK) ∈ RK+ such that
γk ≤ 1
σ2k
, ∀k ∈ K, and∑
k∈S
Rk ≥ E + log
[((
1 + σ2X
∑
k∈Sc
γk
) ∏
k∈S
(1− γkσ2k)
)−1]
, ∀ S ⊆ K
}
. (51)
The region RSG-HT as given by (51) can be used to, e.g., characterize the centralized rate region, i.e., the set of
rate vectors (R1, . . . , RK) that achieve the centralized Type II error exponent
I(Y1, . . . , YK ;X) =
K∑
k=1
log
σ2X
σ2k
. (52)
We close this section by mentioning that, implicit in Theorem 5, the Quantize-Bin-Test scheme of [19, Theorem
1] with Gaussian test channels and time-sharing is optimal for the vector Gaussian K-encoder hypothesis testing
against conditional independence problem (45). Furthermore, we note that Rahman and Wagner also characterized
2The connection, which is sometimes misleading, consists in viewing the decoder in the hypothesis testing against independence problem
considered here as one that computes a binary-valued function of (X,Y1).
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the optimal rate-exponent region of a different3 Gaussian hypothesis testing against independence problem, called
the Gaussian many-help-one hypothesis testing against independence problem therein, in the case of scalar valued
sources [19, Theorem 7]. Specialized to the case K = 1, the result of Theorem 5 recovers that of [19, Theorem 7]
in the case of no helpers; and extends it to vector-valued sources and testing against conditional independence in
that case.
E. An Example: Distributed Vector Gaussian Information Bottleneck
Consider the CEO problem with a single agent and no side information, i.e., K = {1} and Y0 = ∅. In this
case, with the substitutions Y := Y1, R := R1, H := H1, Σ := Σ1, and Ω1 := Ω, the rate-distortion region of
Theorem 3 reduces to the set of rate-distortion pairs (R,D) that satisfy
D ≥ log ∣∣(pie)(Σ−1x + H†ΩH)−1∣∣ (53a)
R+D ≥ log 1|I−ΩΣ| + log
∣∣(pie)Σx∣∣ (53b)
for some matrix Ω such that 0  Ω  Σ−1. Alternatively, by making the substitution ∆ := h(X) − D, the
trade-off expressed by (53) can be written equivalently as
∆ ≤ log ∣∣I + ΣxH†ΩH∣∣ (54a)
∆ ≤ R+ log ∣∣I−ΩΣ∣∣ (54b)
for some matrix Ω such that 0  Ω  Σ−1.
Expression (54) is known as the Gaussian Information Bottleneck Function [25], [26], which is the solution of
the Information Bottleneck method of [12] in the case of jointly Gaussian variables. More precisely, using the
terminology of [12], the inequalities (54) describe the optimal trade-off between the complexity (or rate) R and the
relevance (or accuracy) ∆. The concept of Information Bottleneck was found useful in various learning applications,
such as for data clustering [52], feature selection [53] and others.
Consider now the vector Gaussian CEO problem with side information of Section IV, and let the logarithmic loss
distortion constraint be replaced by the mutual information constraint
I
(
Xn;ψ(n)
(
φ
(n)
1 (Y
n
1 ), . . . , φ
(n)
K (Y
n
K), Y
n
0
))
≥ n∆. (55)
In this case, the region of optimal tuples (R1, . . . , RK ,∆) generalizes the Gaussian Information Bottleneck Function
of [25], [26] as given by (54) to the setting in which the decoder observes correlated side information Y0 and the
inference is done in a distributed manner by K learners. This region can be obtained readily from Theorem 3 by
substituting therein ∆ := h(X)−D. The following corollary states the result.
3This problem is related to the Gaussian many-help-one problem [1], [2], [51]. Here, different from the setup of Figure 4, the source X is
observed directly by a main encoder who communicates with a detector that observes Y in the aim of making a decision on whether X and
Y are independent or not. Also, there are helpers that observe independent noisy versions of X and communicate with the detector in the aim
of facilitating that test.
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Corollary 2. For the problem of distributed Gaussian Information Bottleneck with side information at the predictor,
the complexity-relevance region is given by the union of all non-negative tuples (R1, . . . , RK ,∆) that satisfy, for
every S ⊆ K,
∆ ≤
∑
k∈S
(
Rk + log |I−ΩkΣk|
)
+ log
∣∣I + ΣxH†S¯Σ−1nS¯(I−ΛS¯Σ−1nS¯)HS¯ ∣∣
for matrices {Ωk}Kk=1 such that 0  Ωk  Σ−1k , where S¯ = {0} ∪ Sc and ΛS¯ is given by (27). 
In particular, if in (21) and (22) the noises are independent among them and from N0, the relevance-complexity
region of Corollary 2 reduces to the union of all non-negative tuples (R1, . . . , RK ,∆) that satisfy, for every S ⊆ K,
∆ ≤
∑
k∈S
(
Rk + log |I−ΩkΣk|
)
+ log
∣∣I + Σx(H†0Σ−10 H0 + ∑
k∈Sc
H†kΩkHk
)∣∣
for some matrices {Ωk}Kk=1 such that 0  Ωk  Σ−1k .
V. BLAHUT-ARIMOTO TYPE ALGORITHMS
In this section, we develop iterative algorithms that allow to compute the rate-distortion regions of the DM and
vector Gaussian CEO problems numerically. We illustrate the efficiency of our algorithms through some numerical
examples.
A. Discrete Case
Here we develop a BA-type algorithm that allows to compute the convex region RD?CEO for general discrete
memoryless sources. To develop the algorithm, we use the Berger-Tung form of the region given in Proposition 10
for K = 2. The outline of the proposed method is as follows. First, we rewrite the rate-distortion region RD?CEO
in terms of the union of two simpler regions in Proposition 7. The tuples lying on the boundary of each region are
parametrically given in Theorem 6. Then, the boundary points of each simpler region are computed numerically
via an alternating minimization method derived in Section V-A2 and detailed in Algorithm 1. Finally, the original
rate-distortion region is obtained as the convex hull of the union of the tuples obtained for the two simple regions.
1) Equivalent Parametrization:
Define the two regions RDkCEO, k = 1, 2, as
RDkCEO = {(R1, R2, D) : D ≥ DkCEO(R1, R2)} (56)
with
DkCEO(R1, R2) := min H(X|U1, U2, Y0) (57)
s.t. Rk ≥ I(Yk;Uk|Uk¯, Y0) and Rk¯ ≥ I(Xk¯;Uk¯|Y0)
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and the minimization is over set of joint measures PU1,U2,X,Y0,Y1,Y2 that satisfy U1−
−Y1−
− (X,Y0)−
−Y2−
−U2.
(We define k¯ := k (mod 2) + 1 for k = 1, 2.)
As stated in the following proposition, the region RD?CEO of Theorem 1 coincides with the convex hull of the
union of the two regions RD1CEO and RD2CEO.
Proposition 7. The region RD?CEO is given by
RD?CEO = conv(RD1CEO ∪RD2CEO). (58)
Proof. An outline of the proof is as follows. Let PU1,U2,X,Y0,Y1,Y2 and PQ be such that (R1, R2, D) ∈ RD?CEO.
The polytope defined by the rate constraints (71), denoted by V , forms a contra-polymatroid with 2! extreme points
(vertices) [8], [54]. Given a permutation pi on {1, 2}, the tuple
R˜pi(1) = I(Ypi(1);Upi(1)|Y0), R˜pi(2) = I(Ypi(2);Upi(2)|Upi(1), Y0)
defines an extreme point of V for each permutation. As shown in [8], for every extreme point (R˜1, R˜2) of V , the
point (R˜1, R˜2, D) is achieved by time-sharing two successive Wyner-Ziv (SWZ) strategies. The set of achievable
tuples with such SWZ scheme is characterized by the convex hull of RDpi(1)CEO. Convexifying the union of both
regions as in (58), we obtain the full rate-distortion region RD?CEO.
The main advantage of Proposition 7 is that it reduces the computation of regionRD?CEO to the computation of the
two regionsRDkCEO, k = 1, 2, whose boundary can be efficiently parametrized, leading to an efficient computational
method. In what follows, we concentrate on RD1CEO. The computation of RD2CEO follows similarly, and is omitted
for brevity. Next theorem provides a parametrization of the boundary tuples of the region RD1CEO in terms, each
of them, of an optimization problem over the pmfs P := {PU1|Y1 , PU2|Y2}.
Theorem 6. For each s := [s1, s2], s1 > 0, s2 > 0, define a tuple (R1,s, R2,s, Ds) parametrically given by
Ds = −s1R1,s − s2R2,s + min
P
Fs(P) (59)
R1,s = I(Y1;U
?
1 |U?2 , Y0), R2,s = I(Y2;U?2 |Y0) (60)
where Fs(P) is given as follows
Fs(P) :=H(X|U1, U2, Y0) + s1I(Y1;U1|U2, Y0) + s2I(Y2;U2|Y0)
=− s1H(X|Y0)− (s1 + s2)H(Y0)− (1− s1)
∑
u1u2xy0
p(u1|x, y0)p(u2|x, y0)p(x, y0) log p(x|u1, u2, y0)
− s1
∑
u1xy0
p(u1|x, y0)p(x, y0) log p(x|u1, y0)− s1
∑
u2xy0
p(u2|x, y0)p(x, y0) log p(x|u2, y0)
− s1
∑
u1
p(u1) log p(u1)− s1
∑
u1y0
p(u1|y0)p(y0) log p(y0|u1) + s1
∑
u1y1
p(u1|y1)p(y1) log p(u1|y1)
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− s2
∑
u2
p(u2) log p(u2)− s2
∑
u2y0
p(u2|y0)p(y0) log p(y0|u2) + s2
∑
u2y2
p(u2|y2)p(y2) log p(u2|y2)
and; P? are the conditional pmfs yielding the minimum in (59) and U?1 , U
?
2 are the auxiliary variables induced by
P?. Then, we have:
1) Each value of s leads to a tuple (R1,s, R2,s, Ds) on the distortion-rate curve Ds = D1CEO(R1,s, R2,s).
2) For every point on the distortion-rate curve, there is an s for which (59) and (60) hold.
Proof. Suppose that P? yields the minimum in (59). For this P, we have I(Y1;U1|U2, Y0) = R1,s and I(Y2;U2|Y0) =
R2,s. Then, we have
Ds = −s1R1,s − s2R2,s + Fs(P?)
= −s1R1,s − s2R2,s + [H(X|U?1 , U?2 , Y0) + s1R1,s + s2R2,s]
= H(X|U?1 , U?2 , Y0) ≥ D1CEO(R1,s, R2,s). (61)
Conversely, if P? is the solution to the minimization in (57), then I(Y1;U?1 |U?2 , Y0) ≤ R1 and I(Y2;U?2 |Y0) ≤ R2
and for any s,
D1CEO(R1, R2) = H(X|U?1 , U?2 , Y0)
≥ H(X|U?1 , U?2 , Y0) + s1(I(Y1;U?1 |U?2 , Y0)−R1) + s2(I(Y2;U?2 |Y0)−R2)
= Ds + s1(R1,s −R1) + s2(R2,s −R2).
Given s, and hence (R1,s, R2,s, Ds), letting (R1, R2) = (R1,s, R2,s) yields D1CEO(R1,s, R2,s) ≥ Ds, which proves,
together with (61), statement 1) and 2).
Next, we show that it is sufficient to run the algorithm for s1 ∈ (0, 1].
Lemma 1. The range of the parameter s1 can be restricted to (0, 1].
Proof. Let F ? = minP Fs(P). If we set U1 = ∅, then we have the relation F ? ≤ H(X|U2, Y0) + s2I(Y2;U2|Y0).
For s1 > 1, we have
Fs(P)
(a)
≥ (1− s1)H(X|U1, U2, Y0) + s1H(X|U2, Y0) + s2I(Y2;U2|Y0)
(b)
≥ H(X|U2, Y0) + s2I(Y2;U2|Y0)
where (a) follows since mutual information is always positive, i.e., I(Y1;U1|X,Y0) ≥ 0; (b) holds since conditioning
reduces entropy and 1− s1 < 0. Then F ? = H(X|U2, Y0) + s2I(Y2;U2|Y0) for s1 > 1. Hence we can restrict the
range of s1 to s1 ∈ (0, 1].
2) Computation of RD1CEO:
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Algorithm 1 BA-type algorithm to compute RD1CEO
1: input: pmf PX,Y0,Y1,Y2 , parameters 1 ≥ s1 > 0, s2 > 0.
2: output: Optimal P ?U1|Y1 , P
?
U2|Y2 ; triple (R1,s, R2,s, Ds).
3: initialization Set t = 0. Set P(0) randomly.
4: repeat
5: Update the following pmfs for k = 1, 2
p(t+1)(uk) =
∑
yk
p(t)(uk|yk)p(yk),
p(t+1)(uk|y0) =
∑
yk
p(t)(uk|yk)p(yk|y0),
p(t+1)(uk|x, y0) =
∑
yk
p(t)(uk|yk)p(yk|x, y0),
p(t+1)(x|u1, u2, y0) = p
(t+1)(u1|x, y0)p(t+1)(u2|x, y0)p(x, y0)∑
x p
(t+1)(u1|x, y0)p(t+1)(u2|x, y0)p(x, y0)
.
6: Update Q(t+1) by using (64).
7: Update P(t+1) by using (65).
8: t← t+ 1.
9: until convergence.
In this section, we derive an algorithm to solve (59) for a given parameter value s. To that end, we express the
optimization in (59) as a minimization of a function Fs(P,Q), given in (63), over P and some auxiliary pmfs Q,
defined as Q := {QU1 , QU2 , QX|U1,U2,Y0 , QX|U1,Y0 , QX|U2,Y0 , QY0|U1 , QY0|U2}. We have the following result.
Proposition 8. For each s := [s1, s2], 1 ≥ s1 > 0, s2 > 0, the rate-distortion tuple (R1,s, R2,s, Ds) is given by
Ds = −s1R1,s − s2R2,s + min
P
min
Q
Fs(P,Q) (62)
where R1,s and R2,s are given in (60); P? are the conditional pmfs yielding the minimum in (59); and Fs(P,Q)
is given as follows
Fs(P,Q) :=− s1H(X|Y )− (s1 + s2)H(Y )− (1− s1)
∑
u1u2xy
p(u1|x, y)p(u2|x, y)p(x, y) log q(x|u1, u2, y)
− s1
∑
u1xy
p(u1|x, y)p(x, y) log q(x|u1, y)− s1
∑
u2xy
p(u2|x, y)p(x, y) log q(x|u2, y)
− s1
∑
u1
p(u1) log q(u1)− s1
∑
u1y
p(u1|y)p(y) log q(y|u1) + s1
∑
u1x1
p(u1|x1)p(x1) log p(u1|x1)
− s2
∑
u2
p(u2) log q(u2)− s2
∑
u2y
p(u2|y)p(y) log q(y|u2) + s2
∑
u2x2
p(u2|x2)p(x2) log p(u2|x2). (63)
Proof. The proof of Proposition 8 follows by using Theorem 6 and Lemma 3 below.
Motivated by the BA algorithm [23], [24], we propose an alternate optimization procedure over the set of pmfs
P and Q as shown in Algorithm 1. The steps in the algorithm are derived from the following lemmas.
Lemma 2. Fs(P,Q) is convex in P and convex in Q.
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Proof. The proof of Lemma 2 follows from the log-sum inequality.
Lemma 3. For fixed P, there exists a Q that achieves the minimum minQ Fs(P,Q) = Fs(P), given by
QUk = PUk , QX|Uk,Y0 = PX|Uk,Y0 , QY0|Uk = PY0|Uk , QX|U1,U2,Y0 = PX|U1,U2,Y0 , for k = 1, 2. (64)
Proof. The proof of Lemma 3 follows from the relation
Fs(P,Q)− Fs(P) = (1− s1)EU1,U2,Y0D(PX|U1,U2,Y0‖QX|U1,U2,Y0) + s1EU1,Y0D(PX|U1,Y0‖QX|U1,Y0)
+ s1EU2,Y0D(PX|U2,Y0‖QX|U2,Y0) + s1D(PU1‖QU1) + s1EU1D(PY0|U1‖QY0|U1)
+ s2D(PU2‖QU2) + s2EU2D(PY0|U2‖QY0|U2) ≥ 0
where equality holds if and only if (64) is satisfied. Note that we have the relation 1−s1 ≥ 0 due to Lemma 1.
Lemma 4. For fixed Q, there exists a P that achieves the minimum minP Fs(P,Q), where PUk|Yk is given by
p(uk|yk) = q(uk) exp[−ψk(uk, yk)]∑
uk
q(uk) exp[−ψk(uk, yk)] , for k = 1, 2, (65)
where ψk(uk, yk), k = 1, 2, are defined as follows
ψk(uk, yk):=
1− s1
sk
EUk¯,Y0|ykD(PX|yk,Uk¯,Y0‖QX|uk,Uk¯,Y0)+
s1
sk
EY0|ykD(PX|yk,Y0‖QX|uk,Y0)+D(PY0|yk‖QY0|uk).
(66)
Proof. The proof of Lemma 4 is given in Appendix VIII.
At each iteration of Algorithm 1, Fs(P(t),Q(t)) decreases until eventually it converges. However, since Fs(P,Q)
is convex in each argument but not necessarily jointly convex, Algorithm 1 does not necessarily converge to the
global optimum. In particular, next proposition shows that Algorithm 1 converges to a stationary solution of the
minimization in (59).
Proposition 9. Every limit point of P(t) generated by Algorithm 1 converges to a stationary solution of (59).
Proof. Algorithm 1 falls into the class of so-called “Successive Upper-bound Minimization” (SUM) algorithms [55],
in which Fs(P,Q) acts as a globally tight upper bound on Fs(P). Let Q?(P) := arg minQ Fs(P,Q). From
Lemma 3, Fs(P,Q?(P′)) ≥ Fs(P,Q?(P)) = Fs(P) for P′ 6= P. It follows that Fs(P) and Fs(P,Q?(P′))
satisfy [55, Proposition 1] and thus Fs(P,Q?(P′)) satisfies (A1)–(A4) in [55]. Convergence to a stationary point
of (59) follows from [55, Theorem 1].
Remark 11. Algorithm 1 generates a sequence that is non-increasing. Since this sequence is lower bounded,
convergence to a stationary point is guaranteed. This per-se, however, does not necessarily imply that such a point
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is a stationary solution of the original problem described by (59). Instead, this is guaranteed here by showing that
the Algorithm 1 is of SUM-type with the function Fs(P,Q) satisfying the necessary conditions [55, (A1)–(A4)]. 
Algorithm 2 BA-type algorithm for the Gaussian vector CEO
1: input: Covariance Σ(x,y0,y1,y2), parameters1 ≥ s1 > 0, s2 > 0.
2: output: Optimal pairs (A?k,Σz?k), k = 1, 2.
3: initialization Set t = 0. Set randomly A0k and Σz0k  0 for k = 1, 2.
4: repeat
5: For k = 1, 2, update the following
Σutk = A
t
kΣykA
t
k
†
+ Σztk ,
Σutk|(x,y) = A
t
kΣkA
t
k
†
+ Σztk ,
and update Σutk|(utk¯,y), Σut2|y and Σytk|(utk¯,y) from their definitions by using the following
Σut1,ut2 = A
t
1H1ΣxH
†
2A
t†
2 ,
Σutk,y = A
t
kHkΣxH
†
0,
Σyk,utk¯
= HkΣxH
†
k¯
Atk¯
†
.
6: Compute Σzt+1k as in (69a) for k = 1, 2.
7: Compute At+1k as (69b) for k = 1, 2.
8: t← t+ 1.
9: until convergence.
B. Vector Gaussian Case
Computing the rate-distortion region RD?VG-CEO of the vector Gaussian CEO problem as given by Theorem 3 is
a convex optimization problem on {Ωk}Kk=1 which can be solved using, e.g., the popular generic optimization tool
CVX [56]. Alternatively, the region can be computed using an extension of Algorithm 1 to memoryless Gaussian
sources as given in the rest of this section.
For discrete sources with (small) alphabets, the updating rules of Q(t+1) and P(t+1) of Algorithm 1 are relatively
easy computationally. However, they become computationally unfeasible for continuous alphabet sources. Here, we
leverage on the optimality of Gaussian test channels as shown by Theorem 3 to restrict the optimization of P to
Gaussian distributions, which allows to reduce the search of update rules to those of the associated parameters,
namely covariance matrices. In particular, we show that if P (t)Uk|Yk , k = 1, 2, is Gaussian and such that
Utk = A
t
kYk + Z
t
k (67)
where Ztk ∼ CN (0,Σztk) then P
(t+1)
Uk|Yk too is Gaussian, with
Ut+1k = A
t+1
k Yk + Z
t+1
k (68)
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where Zt+1k ∼ CN (0,Σzt+1k ) and the parameters A
t+1
k and Σzt+1k are given by
Σzt+1k
=
(
1
sk
Σ−1
utk|(x,y0) −
1− s1
sk
Σ−1
utk|(utk¯,y0)
+
sk − s1
sk
Σ−1
utk|y0
)−1
(69a)
At+1k = Σzt+1k
(
1
sk
Σ−1
utk|(x,y0)A
t
k(I−Σyk|(x,y0)Σ−1yk )
)
−Σzt+1k
(
1− s1
sk
Σ−1
utk|(utk¯,y0)
Atk(I−Σyk|(utk¯,y0)Σ
−1
yk
)− sk − s1
sk
Σ−1
utk|y0A
t
k(I−Σyk|y0Σ−1yk )
)
. (69b)
The updating steps are provided in Algorithm 2. The proof of (69) can be found in Appendix IX.
C. Numerical Examples
In this section, we discuss two examples, a binary CEO example and a vector Gaussian CEO example.
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Fig. 5: Rate-distortion region of the binary CEO network of Example 1, computed using Algorithm 1. (a): set of
(R1, R2, D) triples such (R1, R2, D) ∈ RD1CEO ∪ RD2CEO, for α1 = α2 = 0.25 and β ∈ {0.1, 0.25}. (b): set of
(R,D) pairs such (R,R,D) ∈ RD1CEO ∪RD2CEO, for α1 = α2 = 0.01 and β ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5}.
Example 1. Consider the following binary CEO problem. A memoryless binary source X , modeled as a Bernoulli-
(1/2) random variable, i.e., X ∼ Bern(1/2), is observed remotely at two agents who communicate with a central
unit decoder over error-free rate-limited links of capacity R1 and R2, respectively. The decoder wants to estimate
the remote source X to within some average fidelity level D, where the distortion is measured under the logarithmic
loss criterion. The noisy observation Y1 at Agent 1 is modeled as the output of a binary symmetric channel (BSC)
with crossover probability α1 ∈ [0, 1], whose input is X , i.e., Y1 = X ⊕ S1 with S1 ∼ Bern(α1). Similarly, the
noisy observation Y2 at Agent 2 is modeled as the output of a BSC(α2) channel, α2 ∈ [0, 1], whose has input X ,
i.e., Y2 = X ⊕ S2 with S2 ∼ Bern(α2). Also, the central unit decoder observes its own side information Y0 in the
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form of the output of a BSC(β) channel, β ∈ [0, 1], whose input is X , i.e., Y0 = X ⊕ S0 with S0 ∼ Bern(β). It is
assumed that the binary noises S0, S1 and S2 are independent between them and with the remote source X .
We use Algorithm 1 to numerically approximate4 the set of (R1, R2, D) triples such that (R1, R2, D) is in the union
of the achievable regionsRD1CEO andRD2CEO as given by (56). The regions are depicted in Figure 5a for the values
α1 = α2 = 0.25 and β ∈ {0.1, 0.25}. Note that for both values of β, an approximation of the rate-distortion region
RDCEO is easily found as the convex hull of the union of the shown two regions. For simplicity, Figure 5b shows
achievable rate-distortion pairs (R,D) in the case in which the rates of the two encoders are constrained to be at
most R bits per channel use each, i.e., R1 = R2 = R, higher quality agents’ observations (Y1, Y2) corresponding
to α1 = α2 = 0.01 and β ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5}. In this figure, observe that, as expected, smaller values of β
correspond to higher quality estimate side information Y0 at the decoder; and lead to smaller distortion values for
given rate R. The choice β = 0.5 corresponds to the case of no or independent side information at decoder; and it
is easy to check that the associated (R,D) curve coincides with the one obtained through exhaustive search in [8,
Figure 3]. 
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Fig. 6: Rate-information region of the vector Gaussian CEO network of Example 2. Numerical values are nx = 3
and n0 = n1 = n2 = 4. (a): set of (R1, R2,∆) triples such (R1, R2, h(X) − ∆) ∈ RD1VG-CEO ∪ RD2VG-CEO,
computed using Algorithm 2. (b): set of (Rsum,∆) pairs such Rsum = R1 + R2 for some (R1, R2) for which
(R1, R2, h(X)−∆) ∈ RD1VG-CEO ∪RD2VG-CEO.
Example 2. Consider an instance of the memoryless vector Gaussian CEO problem as described by (21) and (22)
obtained by setting K = 2, nx = 3 and n0 = n1 = n2 = 4. We use Algorithm 2 to numerically approximate
the set of (R1, R2,∆) triples such (R1, R2, h(X) − ∆) is in the union of the achievable regions RD1VG-CEO
and RD2VG-CEO. The result is depicted in Figure 6a. The figure also shows the set of (R1, R2,∆) triples such
4We remind the reader that, as already mentioned, Algorithm 1 only converges to stationary points of the rate-distortion region.
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(R1, R2, h(X)−∆) lies in the region given by Theorem 3 evaluated for the example at hand. Figure 6b shows the
set of (Rsum,∆) pairs such Rsum := R1 +R2 for some (R1, R2) for which (R1, R2, h(X)−∆) is in the union of
RD1VG-CEO and RD2VG-CEO. The region is computed using two different approaches: i) using Algorithm 2 and ii)
by directly evaluating the region obtained from Theorem 3 using the CVX optimization tool to find the maximizing
covariances matrices (Ω1,Ω2) (note that this problem is convex and so CVX finds the optimal solution). It is
worth-noting that Algorithm 2 converges to the optimal solution for the studied vector Gaussian CEO example, as
is visible from the figure. For comparisons reasons, the figure also shows the performance of centralized or joint
encoding, i.e., the case both agents observe both Y1 and Y2,
∆(Rsum) = max
PU|Y1,Y2 : I(U ;Y1,Y2|Y0)≤Rsum
I(U,Y0; X). (70)
Finally, we note that the information/sum-rate function (70) can be seen an extension of Chechik et al. Gaussian
Information Bottleneck [25] to the case of side information Y0 at the decoder. Figure 6b shows the loss in terms of
information/sum-rate that is incurred by restricting the encoders to operate separately, i.e., distributed Information
Bottleneck with side information at decoder. 
APPENDIX I
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
A. Direct Part
For the proof of achievability of Theorem 1, we use a slight generalization of Gastpar’s inner bound of [57, The-
orem 1], which provides an achievable rate region for the multiterminal source coding model with side information,
modified to include time-sharing.
Proposition 10. The rate-distortion vector (R1, . . . , RK , D) is achievable if∑
k∈S
Rk ≥ I(US ;YS |USc , Y0, Q), for S ⊆ K, (71)
D ≥ E[d(X, f(UK, Y0, Q))]
for some joint measure of the form
PX,Y0,Y1,Y2(x, y0, y1, y2)PQ(q)
K∏
k=1
PUk|Yk,Q(uk|yk, q)
and a reproduction function
f(UK, Y0, Q) : U1 × · · · × UK × Y0 ×Q −→ Xˆ . 
The proof of achievability of Theorem 1 simply follows by a specialization of the result of Proposition 10 to
the setting in which distortion is measured under logarithmic loss. For instance, we apply Proposition 10 with the
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reproduction functions chosen as
f(UK, Y0, Q) = Pr[X = x|UK, Y0, Q].
Then, note that with such a choice we have
E[d(X, f(UK, Y0, Q))] = H(X|UK, Y0, Q).
The resulting region can be shown to be equivalent to that given in Theorem 1 using supermodular optimization
arguments. The proof is along the lines of that of [8, Lemma 5] and is omitted for brevity.
B. Converse Part
We first state the following lemma, which is an easy extension of that of [8, Lemma 1] to the case in which the
decoder also observes statistically dependent side information. The proof of Lemma 5 follows along the lines of
that of [8, Lemma 1], and is therefore omitted for brevity.
Lemma 5. Let T := (φ(n)1 (Y n1 ), . . . , φ
(n)
K (Y
n
K)). Then for the CEO problem of Figure 1 under logarithmic loss,
we have nE[d(n)(Xn, Xˆn)] ≥ H(Xn|T, Y n0 ). 
Let S be a non-empty set of K and Jk := φ(n)k (Y nk ) be the message sent by Encoder k, k ∈ K, where {φ(n)k }Kk=1
are the encoding functions corresponding to a scheme that achieves (R1, . . . , RK , D).
Define, for i = 1, . . . , n, the following random variables
Uk,i := (Jk, Y
i−1
k ), Qi := (X
i−1, Xni+1, Y
i−1
0 , Y
n
0,i+1). (72)
We can lower bound the distortion D as
nD
(a)
≥ H(Xn|JK, Y n0 ) =
n∑
i=1
H(Xi|JK, Xi−1, Y n0 )
(b)
≥
n∑
i=1
H(Xi|JK, Xi−1, Xni+1, Y i−1K , Y n0 )
=
n∑
i=1
H(Xi|JK, Xi−1, Xni+1, Y i−1K , Y i−10 , Y0,i, Y n0,i+1)
(c)
=
n∑
i=1
H(Xi|UK,i, Y0,i, Qi) (73)
where (a) follows due to Lemma 5; (b) holds since conditioning reduces entropy; and (c) follows by substituting
using (72).
Now, we lower bound the rate term as
n
∑
k∈S
Rk ≥
∑
k∈S
H(Jk) ≥ H(JS) ≥ H(JS |JSc , Y n0 ) ≥ I(JS ;Xn, Y nS |JSc , Y n0 )
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= I(JS ;Xn|JSc , Y n0 ) + I(JS ;Y nS |Xn, JSc , Y n0 )
= H(Xn|JSc , Y n0 )−H(Xn|JK, Y n0 ) + I(JS ;Y nS |Xn, JSc , Y n0 )
(a)
≥ H(Xn|JSc , Y n0 )− nD + I(JS ;Y nS |Xn, JSc , Y n0 )
=
n∑
i=1
H(Xi|JSc , Xi−1, Y n0 )− nD + I(JS ;Y nS |Xn, JSc , Y n0 )
(b)
≥
n∑
i=1
H(Xi|JSc , Xi−1, Xni+1, Y i−1Sc , Y n0 )− nD + I(JS ;Y nS |Xn, JSc , Y n0 )
=
n∑
i=1
H(Xi|JSc , Xi−1, Xni+1, Y i−1Sc , Y i−10 , Y0,i, Y n0,i+1)− nD + I(JS ;Y nS |Xn, JSc , Y n0 )
(c)
=
n∑
i=1
H(Xi|USc,i, Y0,i, Qi)− nD + Θ (74)
where (a) follows due to Lemma 5; (b) holds since conditioning reduces entropy; and (c) follows by substituting
using (72) and Θ := I(JS ;Y nS |Xn, JSc , Y n0 ).
To continue with lower-bounding the rate term, we single-letterize the term Θ as
Θ = I(JS ;Y nS |Xn, JSc , Y n0 )
(a)
≥
∑
k∈S
I(Jk;Y
n
k |Xn, Y n0 ) =
∑
k∈S
n∑
i=1
I(Jk;Yk,i|Y i−1k , Xn, Y n0 )
(b)
=
∑
k∈S
n∑
i=1
I(Jk, Y
i−1
k ;Yk,i|Xn, Y n0 )
=
∑
k∈S
n∑
i=1
I(Jk, Y
i−1
k ;Yk,i|Xi−1, Xi, Xni+1, Y i−10 , Y0,i, Y n0,i+1)
(c)
=
∑
k∈S
n∑
i=1
I(Uk,i;Yk,i|Xi, Y0,i, Qi) (75)
where (a) follows due to the Markov chain Jk −
− Y nk −
− (Xn, Y n0 )−
− Y nS\k −
− JS\k, k ∈ K; (b) follows due to
the Markov chain Yk,i −
− (Xn, Y n0 )−
− Y i−1k ; and (c) follows by substituting using (72).
Then, combining (74) and (75), we get
n
∑
k∈S
Rk ≥
n∑
i=1
H(Xi|USc,i, Y0,i, Qi)− nD +
∑
k∈S
n∑
i=1
I(Uk,i;Yk,i|Xi, Y0,i, Qi). (76)
Summarizing, we have from (73) and (76)
nD ≥
n∑
i=1
H(Xi|UK,i, Y0,i, Qi)
nD + n
∑
k∈S
Rk ≥
n∑
i=1
H(Xi|USc,i, Y0,i, Qi) +
∑
k∈S
n∑
i=1
I(Uk,i;Yk,i|Xi, Y0,i, Qi).
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We note that the random variables UK,i satisfy the Markov chain Uk,i−
− Yk,i−
−Xi−
− YK\k,i−
−UK\k,i, k ∈ K.
Finally, a standard time-sharing argument completes the proof.
APPENDIX II
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
A. Direct Part
For the proof of achievability of Theorem 2, we use a slight generalization of Gastpar’s inner bound of [47,
Theorem 2], which provides an achievable rate-distortion region for the multiterminal source coding model of
Section III-C in the case of general distortion measure, to include time-sharing.
Proposition 11. (Gastpar Inner Bound [47, Theorem 2] with time-sharing) The rate-distortion vector (R1, R2, D1, D2)
is achievable if
R1 ≥ I(U1;Y1|U2, Y0, Q)
R2 ≥ I(U2;Y2|U1, Y0, Q)
R1 +R2 ≥ I(U1, U2;Y1, Y2|Y0, Q)
D1 ≥ E[d(X1, f1(U1, U2, Y0, Q))]
D2 ≥ E[d(X2, f2(U1, U2, Y0, Q))]
for some joint measure of the form
PY0,Y1,Y2(y0, y1, y2)PQ(q)PU1|Y1,Q(u1|y1, q)PU2|Y2,Q(u2|y2, q)
and reproduction functions
fk : U1 × U2 × Y0 ×Q −→ Yˆk, for k = 1, 2. 
The proof of achievability of Theorem 2 simply follows by a specialization of the result of Proposition 11 to
the setting in which distortion is measured under logarithmic loss. For instance, we apply Proposition 11 with the
reproduction functions chosen as
fk(U1, U2, Y0, Q) := Pr[Yk = yk|U1, U2, Y0, Q], for k = 1, 2.
Then, note that with such a choice we have
E[d(Yk, fk(U1, U2, Y0, Q)] = H(Yk|U1, U2, Y0, Q), for k = 1, 2.
B. Converse Part
We first state the following lemma, which is an easy extension of that of [8, Lemma 1] to the case in which the
decoder also observes statistically dependent side information. The proof of Lemma 6 follows along the lines of
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that of [8, Lemma 1], and is therefore omitted for brevity.
Lemma 6. Let T := (φ(n)1 (Y n1 ), φ
(n)
2 (Y
n
2 )). Then, for the multiterminal source coding problem under logarithmic
loss measure we have nE[d(Y nk , Yˆ nk )] ≥ H(Y nk |T, Y n0 ) for k = 1, 2. 
The proof of converse of Theorem 2 follows by Lemma 7 and Lemma 8 below, the proofs of which follow
relatively straightforwardly those in the proof of [8, Theorem 12].
Lemma 7. If a rate-distortion quadruple (R1, R2, D˜1, D2) is achievable for the model of Section III-C, then there
exist a joint measure
PY0,Y1,Y2(y0, y1, y2)PQ(q)PU1|Y1,Q(u1|y1, q)PU2|Y2,Q(u2|y2, q) (77)
and a D1 ≤ D˜1 which satisfies
D1 ≥ H(X1|U1, U2, Y,Q) (78a)
D2 ≥ D1 +H(X2|U1, U2, Y,Q)−H(X1|U1, U2, Y,Q) (78b)
and
R1 ≥ H(Y1|U2, Y0, Q)−D1 (79a)
R2 ≥ I(U2;Y2|Y1, Y0, Q) +H(Y1|U1, Y0, Q)−D1 (79b)
R1 +R2 ≥ I(U2;Y2|Y1, Y0, Q) +H(Y1|Y0)−D1. (79c)
Proof. Let J1 := φ
(n)
1 (Y
n
1 ) and J2 := φ
(n)
2 (Y
n
2 ), where the φ
(n)
1 and φ
(n)
2 are the encoding functions corresponding
to a scheme that achieves (R1, R2, D˜1, D2). Define
D1 :=
1
n
H(Y n1 |J1, J2, Y n0 ).
Also, define, for i = 1, . . . , n, the following random variables
U1,i := J1, U2,i := (J2, Y
n
2,i+1), Qi := (Y
i−1
1 , Y
n
2,i+1, Y
i−1
0 , Y
n
0,i+1). (80)
First, note that by Lemma 6 we have nD˜1 ≥ H(Y n1 |J1, J2, Y n0 ); and, so, D1 ≤ D˜1. Also, we have
nD1 =
n∑
i=1
H(Y1,i|J1, J2, Y i−11 , Y n0 )
(a)
≥
n∑
i=1
H(Y1,i|J1, J2, Y i−11 , Y n2,i+1, Y n0 )
=
n∑
i=1
H(Y1,i|J1, J2, Y i−11 , Y n2,i+1, Y i−10 , Y0,i, Y n0,i+1)
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(b)
=
n∑
i=1
H(X1,i|U1,i, U2,i, Y0,i, Qi)
where (a) holds since conditioning reduces entropy; and (b) follows by substituting using (80).
We can lower bound the distortion D2 as
nD2 ≥ H(Y n2 |J1, J2, Y n0 ) = H(Y n1 |J1, J2, Y n0 ) + [H(Y n2 |J1, J2, Y n0 )−H(Y n1 |J1, J2, Y n0 )] = nD1 + Θ (81)
where Θ := H(Y n2 |J1, J2, Y n0 )−H(Y n1 |J1, J2, Y n0 ).
To continue with lower-bounding the distortion D2, we single-letterize the term Θ as
Θ =H(Y n2 |J1, J2, Y n0 )−H(Y n1 |J1, J2, Y n0 )
=
n∑
i=1
H(Y2,i|J1, J2, Y n2,i+1, Y n0 )−H(Y1,i|J1, J2, Y i−11 , Y n0 )
=
n∑
i=1
I(Y i−11 ;Y2,i|J1, J2, Y n2,i+1, Y n0 ) +H(Y2,i|J1, J2, Y i−11 , Y n2,i+1, Y n0 )
−
n∑
i=1
I(Y n2,i+1;Y1,i|J1, J2, Y i−11 , Y n0 ) +H(Y1,i|J1, J2, Y i−11 , Y n2,i+1, Y n0 )
(a)
=
n∑
i=1
H(Y2,i|J1, J2, Y i−11 , Y n2,i+1, Y n0 )−H(Y1,i|J1, J2, Y i−11 , Y n2,i+1, Y n0 ) (82)
where (a) follows by the Csisza´r-Ko¨rner sum-identity
n∑
i=1
I(Y i−11 ;Y2,i|J1, J2, Y n2,i+1, Y n0 ) =
n∑
i=1
I(Y n2,i+1;Y1,i|J1, J2, Y i−11 , Y n0 ).
Then, combining (81) and (82), we get
nD2 ≥ nD1 +
n∑
i=1
H(Y2,i|J1, J2, Y i−11 , Y n2,i+1, Y n0 )−H(Y1,i|J1, J2, Y i−11 , Y n2,i+1, Y n0 )
= nD1 +
n∑
i=1
H(Y2,i|J1, J2, Y i−11 , Y n2,i+1, Y i−10 , Y0,i, Y n0,i+1)−H(Y1,i|J1, J2, Y i−11 , Y n2,i+1, Y i−10 , Y0,i, Y n0,i+1)
= nD1 +
n∑
i=1
H(Y2,i|U1,i, U2,i, Y0,i, Qi)−H(Y1,i|U1,i, U2,i, Y0,i, Qi)
where the last equality follows by substituting using (80).
Rate R1 can be bounded easily as
nR1 ≥ H(J1) ≥ H(J1|J2, Y n0 ) ≥ I(J1;Y n1 |J2, Y n0 ) = H(Y n1 |J2, Y n0 )− nD1
=
n∑
i=1
H(Y1,i|J2, Y n1,i+1, Y n0 )− nD1
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(a)
≥
n∑
i=1
H(Y1,i|J2, Y n1,i+1, Y n2,i+1, Y n0 )− nD1
(b)
=
n∑
i=1
H(Y1,i|J2, Y n2,i+1, Y i−10 , Y0,i, Y n0,i+1)− nD1
(c)
≥
n∑
i=1
H(Y1,i|J2, Y i−11 , Y n2,i+1, Y i−10 , Y0,i, Y n0,i+1)− nD1
(d)
=
n∑
i=1
H(Y1,i|U2,i, Y0,i, Qi)− nD1
where (a) holds since conditioning reduces entropy; (b) follows since Y1,i −
− (J2, Y n2,i+1, Y n0 )−
− Y n1,i+1 forms a
Markov chain; (c) holds since conditioning reduces entropy; and (d) follows by substituting using (80).
Now, we lower bound the rate R2 as
nR2 ≥ H(J2) ≥ H(J2|J1, Y n0 ) = H(J2|J1, Y n1 , Y n0 ) + I(J2;Y n1 |J1, Y n0 )
≥ I(J2;Y n2 |J1, Y n1 , Y n0 ) + I(J2;Y n1 |J1, Y n0 ) = I(J2;Y n2 |J1, Y n1 , Y n0 ) +H(Y n1 |J1, Y n0 )− nD1
(a)
= I(J2;Y
n
2 |Y n1 , Y n0 ) +H(Y n1 |J1, Y n0 )− nD1
=
n∑
i=1
I(J2;Y2,i|Y n1 , Y n2,i+1, Y n0 ) +H(Y1,i|J1, Y i−11 , Y n0 )− nD1
(b)
≥
n∑
i=1
I(J2;Y2,i|Y n1 , Y n2,i+1, Y n0 ) +H(Y1,i|J1, Y i−11 , Y n2,i+1, Y n0 )− nD1
(c)
=
n∑
i=1
I(J2, Y
n
1,i+1;Y2,i|Y i−11 , Y1,i, Y n2,i+1, Y n0 ) +H(Y1,i|J1, Y i−11 , Y n2,i+1, Y n0 )− nD1
=
n∑
i=1
I(J2, Y
n
1,i+1, Y
n
2,i+1;Y2,i|Y i−11 , Y1,i, Y n2,i+1, Y n0 ) +H(Y1,i|J1, Y i−11 , Y n2,i+1, Y n0 )− nD1
(d)
≥
n∑
i=1
I(J2, Y
n
2,i+1;Y2,i|Y i−11 , Y1,i, Y n2,i+1, Y n0 ) +H(Y1,i|J1, Y i−11 , Y n2,i+1, Y n0 )− nD1
(e)
=
n∑
i=1
I(U2,i;Y2,i|Y1,i, Y0,i, Qi) +H(Y1,i|U1,i, Y0,i, Qi)− nD1
where (a) holds since J1 is a deterministic function of Y n1 ; (b) holds since conditioning reduces the entropy; (c)
follows since Y n1,i+1 −
− (Y i−11 , Y1,i, Y n2,i+1, Y n0 ) −
− Y2,i forms a Markov chain; (d) follows since conditioning
reduces the entropy; and (e) follows by substituting using (80).
The sum-rate R1 +R2 can be lower bounded similarly, as
n(R1 +R2) ≥ H(J1) +H(J2) ≥ H(J1|J2, Y n0 ) +H(J2|Y n0 ) ≥ I(J1;Y n1 |J2, Y n0 ) + I(J2;Y n1 , Y n2 |Y n0 )
= I(J1;Y
n
1 |J2, Y n0 ) + I(J2;Y n1 |Y n0 ) + I(J2;Y n2 |Y n1 , Y n0 ) = I(J1, J2;Y n1 |Y n0 ) + I(J2;Y n2 |Y n1 , Y n0 )
= H(Y n1 |Y n0 )− nD1 + I(J2;Y n2 |Y n1 , Y n0 )
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(a)
=
n∑
i=1
I(J2;Y2,i|Y n1 , Y n2,i+1, Y n0 ) +H(Y1,i|Y0,i)− nD1
(b)
=
n∑
i=1
I(J2, Y
n
1,i+1;Y2,i|Y i−11 , Y1,i, Y n2,i+1, Y n0 ) +H(Y1,i|Y0,i)− nD1
=
n∑
i=1
I(J2, Y
n
1,i+1, Y
n
2,i+1;Y2,i|Y i−11 , Y1,i, Y n2,i+1, Y n0 ) +H(Y1,i|Y0,i)− nD1
(c)
≥
n∑
i=1
I(J2, Y
n
2,i+1;Y2,i|Y i−11 , Y1,i, Y n2,i+1, Y n0 ) +H(Y1,i|Y0,i)− nD1
(d)
=
n∑
i=1
I(U2,i;Y2,i|Y1,i, Y0,i, Qi) +H(Y1,i|Y0,i)− nD1
where (a) follows since the source (Y n0 , Y
n
1 , Y
n
2 ) is memoryless; (b) follows since Y
n
1,i+1−
(Y i−11 , Y1,i, Y n2,i+1, Y n0 )−
− Y2,i forms a Markov chain; (c) holds since conditioning reduces the entropy; and (d) follows by substituting
using (80).
Summarizing, the distortion pair (D1, D2) satisfies
D1 ≥ 1
n
n∑
i=1
H(X1,i|U1,i, U2,i, Y0,i, Qi)
D2 ≥ D1 + 1
n
n∑
i=1
H(Y2,i|U1,i, U2,i, Y0,i, Qi)−H(Y1,i|U1,i, U2,i, Y0,i, Qi)
and the rate pair (R1, R2) satisfies
R1 ≥ 1
n
n∑
i=1
H(Y1,i|U2,i, Y0,i, Qi)−D1
R2 ≥ 1
n
n∑
i=1
I(U2,i;Y2,i|Y1,i, Y0,i, Qi) +H(Y1,i|U1,i, Y0,i, Qi)−D1
R1 +R2 ≥ 1
n
n∑
i=1
I(U2,i;Y2,i|Y1,i, Y0,i, Qi) +H(Y1,i|Y0,i)−D1.
It is easy to see that the random variables (U1,i, U2,i, Qi) satisfy that U1,i −
− (Y1,i, Qi) −
− (Y0,i, Y2,i, U2,i) and
U2,i −
− (X2,i, Qi) −
− (Y0,i, Y1,i, U1,i) form Markov chains. Finally, a standard time-sharing argument proves
Lemma 7.
The rest of the proof of converse of Theorem 2 follows using the following lemma, the proof of which is along
the lines of that of [8, Lemma 9] and is omitted for brevity.
Lemma 8. Let a rate-distortion quadruple (R1, R2, D1, D2) be given. If there exists a joint measure of the
form (77) such that (78) and (79) are satisfied, then the rate-distortion quadruple (R1, R2, D1, D2) is in the region
described by Theorem 2. 
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APPENDIX III
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
First let us define the rate-information region RI?CEO for discrete memoryless vector sources as the closure of
all rate-information tuples (R1, . . . , RK ,∆) for which there exist a blocklength n, encoding functions {φ(n)k }Kk=1
and a decoding function ψ(n) such that
Rk ≥ 1
n
logM
(n)
k , for k = 1, . . . ,K,
∆ ≤ 1
n
I(Xn;ψ(n)(φ
(n)
1 (Y
n
1 ), . . . , φ
(n)
K (Y
n
K),Y
n
0 )).
It is easy to see that a characterization of RI?CEO can be obtained by using Theorem 1 and substituting distortion
levels D therein with (∆ := H(X)−D). More specifically, the region RI?CEO is given as in the following theorem.
Proposition 12. The rate-information region RI?CEO of the vector DM CEO problem under logarithmic loss is
given by the set of all non-negative tuples (R1, . . . , RK ,∆) that satisfy, for all subsets S ⊆ K,∑
k∈S
Rk ≥
∑
k∈S
I(Yk;Uk|X,Y0, Q)− I(X;USc ,Y0, Q) + ∆
for some joint measure of the form PY0,YK,X(y0,yK,x)PQ(q)
∏K
k=1 PUk|Yk,Q(uk|yk, q). 
The regionRI?CEO involves mutual information terms only (not entropies); and, so, using a standard discretization
argument, it can be easily shown that a characterization of this region in the case of continuous alphabets is also
given by Proposition 12.
Let us now return to the vector Gaussian CEO problem under logarithmic loss that we study in this section.
First, we state the following lemma, whose proof is easy and is omitted for brevity.
Lemma 9. (R1, . . . , RK , D) ∈ RD?VG-CEO if and only if (R1, . . . , RK , h(X)−D) ∈ RI?CEO. 
For vector Gaussian sources, the region RD?VG-CEO can be characterized using Proposition 12 and Lemma 9. This
completes the proof of first equality RD?VG-CEO = R˜D
I
CEO.
To complete the proof of Proposition 2, we need to show that two regions are equivalent, i.e., R˜DICEO = R˜D
II
CEO.
To do that, it is sufficient to show that, for fixed conditional distributions {p(uk|yk, q)}Kk=1, the extreme points of
the polytope PD defined by (25) are dominated by points that are in R˜D
II
CEO that achieves distortion at most D.
This is shown in the proof of Proposition 3.
APPENDIX IV
PROOF OF CONVERSE OF THEOREM 3
The proof of Theorem 3 relies on deriving an outer bound on the region R˜DICEO given by Proposition 2. In
doing so, we use the technique of [16, Theorem 8] which relies on the de Bruijn identity and the properties of
Fisher information; and extend the argument to account for the time-sharing variable Q and side information Y0.
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We first state the following lemma.
Lemma 10. [16], [58] Let (X,Y) be a pair of random vectors with pmf p(x,y). We have
log |(pie)J−1(X|Y)| ≤ h(X|Y) ≤ log |(pie)mmse(X|Y)|
where the conditional Fisher information matrix is defined as
J(X|Y) := E[∇ log p(X|Y)∇ log p(X|Y)†]
and the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) matrix is
mmse(X|Y) := E[(X− E[X|Y])(X− E[X|Y])†]. 
Now, we derive an outer bound on (25) as follows. For each q ∈ Q and fixed pmf ∏Kk=1 p(uk|yk, q), choose
{Ωk,q}Kk=1 satisfying 0  Ωk,q  Σ−1k such that
mmse(Yk|X, Uk,q,Y0, q) = Σk −ΣkΩk,qΣk. (83)
Such Ωk,q always exists since, for all q ∈ Q, k ∈ K, we have
0  mmse(Yk|X, Uk,q,Y0, q)  Σyk|(x,y0) = Σk.
Then, for k ∈ K and q ∈ Q, we have
I(Yk;Uk|X,Y0, Q = q) = log |(pie)Σk| − h(Yk|X, Uk,q,Y0, Q = q)
(a)
≥ log |Σk| − log |mmse(Yk|X, Uk,q,Y0, Q = q)|
(b)
= − log |I−Ωk,qΣk| (84)
where (a) is due to Lemma 10; and (b) is due to (83).
For convenience, the matrix ΛS¯,q is defined as follows
ΛS¯,q :=
[
0 0
0 diag({Σk −ΣkΩk,qΣk}k∈Sc)
]
. (85)
Then, for q ∈ Q and S ⊆ K, we have
h(X|USc,q,Y0, Q = q)
(a)
≥ log |(pie)J−1(X|USc,q,Y0, q)|
(b)
= log
∣∣∣∣(pie)(Σ−1x + H†S¯Σ−1nS¯(I−ΛS¯,qΣ−1nS¯)HS¯)−1
∣∣∣∣ (86)
where (a) follows from Lemma 10; and for (b), we use the connection of the MMSE and the Fisher information
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to show the following equality
J(X|USc,q,Y0, q) = Σ−1x + H†S¯Σ−1nS¯
(
I−ΛS¯,qΣ−1nS¯
)
HS¯ . (87)
In order to proof (87), we use de Brujin identity to relate the Fisher information with the MMSE as given in the
following lemma.
Lemma 11. [16] Let (V1,V2) be a random vector with finite second moments and Z ∼ CN (0,Σz) independent
of (V1,V2). Then
mmse(V2|V1,V2 + Z) = Σz −ΣzJ(V2 + Z|V1)Σz. 
From MMSE estimation of Gaussian random vectors, for S ⊆ K, we have
X = E[X|YS¯ ] + WS¯ = GS¯YS¯ + WS¯ (88)
where GS¯ := ΣwS¯H
†
S¯Σ
−1
nS¯ , and WS¯ ∼ CN (0,ΣwS¯ ) is a Gaussian vector that is independent of YS¯ and
Σ−1wS¯ := Σ
−1
x + H
†
S¯Σ
−1
nS¯HS¯ . (89)
Now we show that the cross-terms of mmse (YSc |X, USc,q,Y0, q) are zero (similarly to [16, Appendix V]). For
i ∈ Sc and j 6= i, we have
E
[
(Yi − E[Yi|X, USc,q,Y0, q])(Yj − E[Yj |X, USc,q,Y0, q])†
]
(a)
= E
[
E
[
(Yi − E[Yi|X, USc,q,Y0, q])(Yj − E[Yj |X, USc,q,Y0, q])†|X,Y0
]]
(b)
= E
[
E
[
(Yi − E[Yi|X, USc,q,Y0, q])|X,Y0
]
E
[
(Yj − E[Yj |X, USc,q,Y0, q])†|X,Y0
]]
= 0 (90)
where (a) is due to the law of total expectation; (b) is due to the Markov chain Yk −
− (X,Y0)−
−YK\k.
Then, for k ∈ K and q ∈ Q, we have
mmse
(
GS¯YS¯
∣∣X, USc,q,Y0, q) = GS¯ mmse (YS¯ |X, USc,q,Y0, q) G†S¯
(a)
= GS¯
[
0 0
0 diag({mmse(Yk|X, USc,q,Y0, q)}k∈Sc)
]
G†S¯
(b)
= GS¯ΛS¯,qG
†
S¯ (91)
where (a) follows since the cross-terms are zero as shown in (90); and (b) follows due to (83) and the definition
of ΛS¯,q given in (85).
Finally, we obtain the equality (87) by applying Lemma 11 and noting (88) as follows
J(X|USc,q,Y0, q) (a)= Σ−1wS¯ −Σ−1wS¯ mmse
(
GS¯YS¯
∣∣X, USc,q,Y0, q)Σ−1wS¯
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(b)
= Σ−1wS¯ −Σ−1wS¯GS¯ΛS¯,qG
†
S¯Σ
−1
wS¯
(c)
= Σ−1x + H
†
S¯Σ
−1
nS¯HS¯ −H
†
S¯Σ
−1
nS¯ΛS¯,qΣ
−1
nS¯HS¯
= Σ−1x + H
†
S¯Σ
−1
nS¯
(
I−ΛS¯,qΣ−1nS¯
)
HS¯S¯
where (a) is due to Lemma 11; (b) is due to (91); and (c) follows due to the definitions of Σ−1wS¯ and GS¯ .
Next, we average (84) and (86) over the time-sharing Q and letting Ωk :=
∑
q∈Q p(q)Ωk,q , we obtain the lower
bound
I(Yk; Uk|X,Y0, Q) =
∑
q∈Q
p(q)I(Yk; Uk|X,Y0, Q = q)
(a)
≥ −
∑
q∈Q
p(q) log |I−Ωk,qΣk|
(b)
≥ − log |I−
∑
q∈Q
p(q)Ωk,qΣk|
= − log |I−ΩkΣk| (92)
where (a) follows from (84); and (b) follows from the concavity of the log-det function and Jensen’s Inequality.
Besides, we can derive the following lower bound
h(X|USc ,Y0, Q) =
∑
q∈Q
p(q)h(X|USc,q,Y0, Q = q)
(a)
≥
∑
q∈Q
p(q) log
∣∣∣∣(pie)(Σ−1x + H†S¯Σ−1nS¯(I−ΛS¯,qΣ−1nS¯)HS¯)−1
∣∣∣∣
(b)
≥ log
∣∣∣∣(pie)(Σ−1x + H†S¯Σ−1nS¯(I−ΛS¯Σ−1nS¯)HS¯)−1
∣∣∣∣ (93)
where (a) is due to (86); and (b) is due to the concavity of the log-det function and Jensen’s inequality and the
definition of ΛS¯ given in (27).
Finally, the outer bound onRD?L is obtained by applying (92) and (93) in (25), noting that Ωk =
∑
q∈Q p(q)Ωk,q 
Σ−1k since 0  Ωk,q  Σ−1k , and taking the union over Ωk satisfying 0  Ωk  Σ−1k .
APPENDIX V
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3 (EXTENSION TO K ENCODERS)
For the proof of Proposition 3, it is sufficient to show that, for fixed Gaussian distributions {p(uk|yk)}Kk=1,
the extreme points of the polytope PD defined by (25) are dominated by points that are in R˜D
II
CEO and which
are achievable using Gaussian conditional distributions {p(vk|yk, q′)}Kk=1. The proof is similar to [8, Appendix C,
Lemma 6].
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First, we characterize the extreme points of PD. Let the function f : 2K → R be such that for all S ⊆ K,
f(S) = I(YS ;US |USc ,Y0, Q) + h(X|U1, . . . , UK ,Y0, Q)−D. (94)
It is easy to see that f(·) and the function S → [f(S)]+ := max{f(S), 0} are supermodular functions. Also, for
all subsets S ⊆ K, we have
f(S) = I(YS ;US |USc ,Y0, Q) + h(X|U1, . . . , UK ,Y0, Q)−D
(a)
= I(YS ,X;US |USc ,Y0, Q) + h(X|U1, . . . , UK ,Y0, Q)−D
= I(YS ;US |X, USc ,Y0, Q) + I(X;US |USc ,Y0, Q) + h(X|U1, . . . , UK ,Y0, Q)−D
= I(YS ;US |X, USc ,Y0, Q) + h(X|USc ,Y0, Q)− h(X|US , USc ,Y0, Q) + h(X|U1, . . . , UK ,Y0, Q)−D
(b)
=
∑
k∈S
I(Yk;Uk|X,Y0, Q) + h(X|USc ,Y0, Q)−D (95)
where (a) follows using the Markov chain US −
− YS −
− X; and (b) follows by using the chain rule and the
Markov chain (Uk,Yk)−
− (X,Y0, Q)−
− (UK\k,YK\k). Then, by construction, we have that PD is given by the
set of (R1, . . . , RK) that satisfy for all subsets S ⊆ K,∑
k∈S
Rk ≥ [f(S)]+.
Proceeding along the lines of [48, Appendix B], we have that for a linear ordering i1 ≺ i2 ≺ · · · ≺ iK on the set
K, an extreme point of PD can be computed as follows
R˜ik = [f({i1, i2, . . . , ik})]+ − [f({i1, i2, . . . , ik−1})]+, for k = 1, . . . ,K.
All the K! extreme points of PD can be enumerated by looking over all linear orderings i1 ≺ i2 ≺ · · · ≺ iK of K.
Each ordering of K is analyzed in the same manner and, therefore, for notational simplicity, the only ordering we
consider is the natural ordering, i.e., ik = k, in the rest of the proof. Then, by construction, we have
R˜k =
[ k∑
i=1
I(Yi;Ui|X,Y0, Q)+h(X|UKk+1,Y0, Q)−D
]+−[ k−1∑
i=1
I(Yi;Ui|X,Y0, Q)+h(X|UKk ,Y0, Q)−D
]+
.
(96)
Let j be the first index for which f({1, 2, . . . , j}) > 0. Then it follows from (96) that
R˜j =
j∑
k=1
I(Yk;Uk|X,Y0, Q) + h(X|UKj+1,Y0, Q)−D
= I(Yj ;Uj |X,Y0, Q) +
j−1∑
k=1
I(Xk;Uk|X,Y0, Q) + h(X|UKj+1,Y0, Q)−D
+ h(X|UKj ,Y0, Q)− h(X|Uj , UKj+1,Y0, Q)
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(a)
= f({1, 2, . . . , j − 1}) + I(Yj ;Uj |X, UKj+1,Y0, Q) + I(X;Uj |UKj+1,Y0, Q)
= f({1, 2, . . . , j − 1}) + I(Yj ,X;Uj |UKj+1,Y0, Q)
(b)
= f({1, 2, . . . , j − 1}) + I(Yj ;Uj |UKj+1,Y0, Q)
= (1− θ)I(Yj ;Uj |UKj+1,Y0, Q)
where (a) follows due to the Markov chain Uj −
−Yj −
−X −
− UK\j and (95); (b) follows due to the Markov
chain Uj −
−Yj −
−X; and θ ∈ (0, 1] is defined as
θ :=
−f({1, 2, . . . , j − 1})
I(Yj ;Uj |UKj+1,Y0, Q)
=
D − h(X|UK,Y0, Q)− I(Yj−11 ;U j−11 |UKj ,Y0, Q)
I(Yj ;Uj |UKj+1,Y0, Q)
. (97)
Furthermore, for all indices k > j, we have
R˜k = f({1, 2, . . . , k})− f({1, 2, . . . , k − 1})
= I(Yk;Uk|X,Y0, Q) + I(X;Uk|UKk+1,Y0, Q)
(a)
= I(Yk;Uk|X, UKk+1,Y0, Q) + I(X;Uk|UKk+1,Y0, Q)
= I(Yk,X;Uk|UKk+1,Y0, Q)
(b)
= I(Yk;Uk|UKk+1,Y0, Q)
where (a) follows due to the Markov chain Uk −
−Yk −
−X−
− UK\k; and (b) follows due to the Markov chain
Uk −
−Yk −
−X.
Therefore, for the natural ordering, the extreme point (R˜1, . . . , R˜K) is given as
(R˜1, . . . , R˜K) =
(
0, . . . , 0, (1− θ)I(Yj ;Uj |UKj+1,Y0, Q), I(Yj+1;Uj+1|UKj+2,Y0, Q), . . . , I(YK ;UK |Y0, Q)
)
.
Next, we show that (R˜1, . . . , R˜K) ∈ PD is dominated by a point (R1, . . . , RK , D¯) ∈ R˜D
II
CEO that achieves a
distortion D¯ ≤ D.
We consider an instance of the CEO setup in which for a fraction θ ∈ (0, 1] of the time the decoder recovers
Unj+1, . . . , U
n
K while encoders k = 1, . . . , j are inactive; and for the remaining fraction (1 − θ) of the time the
decoder recovers Unj , . . . , U
n
K while encoders k = 1, . . . , j − 1 are inactive. Then, the source X is decoded.
Formally, we consider a pmf p(q′)
∏K
k=1 p(vk|yk, q′) for the CEO setup as follows. Let B denote a Bernoulli
random variable with parameter θ, i.e., B = 1 with probability θ and B = 0 with probability 1− θ. We let θ as in
(97) and Q′ := (B,Q). Then, let the tuple of random variables be distributed as follows
(Q′, VK) =

(
(1, Q), ∅, . . . , ∅, Uj+1, . . . , UK
)
, if B = 1,(
(0, Q), ∅, . . . , ∅, Uj , . . . , UK
)
, if B = 0.
(98)
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Using Definition 5, we have (R1, . . . , RK , D¯) ∈ R˜D
II
CEO, where
Rk = I(Yk;Vk|Vk+1, . . . , VK ,Y0, Q′), for k = 1, . . . ,K,
D¯ = h(X|V1, . . . , VK ,Y0, Q′).
Then, for k = 1, . . . , j − 1, we have
Rk = I(Yk;Vk|Vk+1, . . . , VK ,Y0, Q′) (a)= 0 = R˜k (99)
where (a) follows since Vk = ∅ for k < j independently of B.
For k = j, we have
Rj = I(Yj ;Vj |Vj+1, . . . , VK ,Y0, Q′)
= θI(Yj ;Uj |Uj+1, . . . , UK ,Y0, Q,B = 1) + (1− θ)I(Yj ;Uj |Uj+1, . . . , UK ,Y0, Q,B = 0)
(a)
= (1− θ)I(Yj ;Uj |Uj+1, . . . , UK ,Y0, Q) = R˜j (100)
where (a) follows since Vj = ∅ for B = 0 and Vj = Uj for B = 1.
For k = j + 1, . . . ,K, we have
Rk = I(Yk;Vk|Vk+1, . . . , VK ,Y0, Q′)
= θI(Yj ;Uj |Uj+1, . . . , UK ,Y0, Q,B = 1) + (1− θ)I(Yj ;Uj |Uj+1, . . . , UK ,Y0, Q,B = 0)
(a)
= I(Yj ;Uj |Uj+1, . . . , UK ,Y0, Q) = R˜k (101)
where (a) is due to Vj = Uj for k > j independently of B.
Besides, the distortion D¯ satisfies
D¯ = h(X|V1, . . . , VK ,Y0, Q′)
= θh(X|Uj+1, . . . , UK ,Y0, Q,B = 1) + (1− θ)h(X|Uj , . . . , UK ,Y0, Q,B = 0)
= h(X|UKj ,Y0, Q) + θI(X;Uj |UKj+1,Y0, Q)
(a)
= h(X|UKj ,Y0, Q) +
D − h(X|UK,Y0, Q)− I(Yj−11 ;U j−11 |UKj ,Y0, Q)
I(Yj ,X;Uj |UKj+1,Y0, Q)
I(X;Uj |UKj+1,Y0, Q)
= h(X|UKj ,Y0, Q) +
D − h(X|UK,Y0, Q)− I(Yj−11 ;U j−11 |UKj ,Y0, Q)
I(X;Uj |UKj+1,Y0, Q) + I(Yj ;Uj |X, UKj+1,Y0, Q)
I(X;Uj |UKj+1,Y0, Q)
≤ D + h(X|UKj ,Y0, Q)− h(X|UK,Y0, Q)− I(Yj−11 ;U j−11 |UKj ,Y0, Q)
= D + I(X;U j−11 |UKj ,Y0, Q)− I(Yj−11 ;U j−11 |UKj ,Y0, Q)
(b)
= D + I(X;U j−11 |UKj ,Y0, Q)− I(Yj−11 ,X;U j−11 |UKj ,Y0, Q)
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= D − I(Yj−11 ;U j−11 |X, UKj ,Y0, Q) ≤ D (102)
where (a) follows from (97) and due to the Markov chain Uj −
−Yj −
−X; and (b) follows due to the Markov
chain US −
−YS −
−X for all subsets S ⊆ K.
Summarizing, using (99), (100), (101) and (102), it follows that the extreme point (R˜1, R˜2, . . . , R˜K) ∈ PD is
dominated by the point (R1, . . . , RK , D) ∈ R˜D
II
CEO satisfying D¯ ≤ D. Similarly, by considering all possible
orderings each extreme point of PD can be shown to be dominated by a point which lies in R˜D
II
CEO. The proof
is terminated by observing that, for all extreme points, Vk is set either equal UGk (which is Gaussian distributed
conditionally on Yk) or a constant.
APPENDIX VI
PROOF OF THEOREM 4
We first present the following lemma, which essentially states that Theorem 3 provides an outer bound on
RDdetVG-CEO.
Lemma 12. If (R1, . . . , RK , D) ∈ RDdetVG-CEO, then (R1, . . . , RK , log(pie)nxD) ∈ R˜D
I
CEO.
Proof. Let a tuple (R1, . . . , RK , D) ∈ RDdetVG-CEO be given. Then, there exist a blocklength n, K encoding
functions {φ˘(n)k }Kk=1 and a decoding function ψ˘(n) such that
Rk ≥ 1
n
logM
(n)
k , for k = 1, . . . ,K,
D ≥
∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
mmse(Xi|φ˘(n)1 (Yn1 ), . . . , φ˘(n)K (YnK),Yn0 )
∣∣∣∣. (103)
We need to show that there exist (U1, . . . , UK , Q) such that∑
k∈S
Rk + log(pie)
nxD ≥
∑
k∈S
I(Yk;Uk|X,Y0, Q) + h(X|USc ,Y0, Q), for S ⊆ K. (104)
Let us define
∆¯(n) :=
1
n
h(Xn|φ˘(n)1 (Yn1 ), . . . , φ˘(n)K (YnK),Yn0 ).
It is easy to justify that expected distortion ∆¯(n) is achievable under logarithmic loss (see Proposition 2). Then,
following straightforwardly the lines in the proof of [8, Theorem 10], we have
∑
k∈S
Rk ≥
∑
k∈S
1
n
n∑
i=1
I(Yk,i;Uk,i|Xi,Y0,i, Qi) + 1
n
n∑
i=1
h(Xi|USc,i,Y0,i, Qi)− ∆¯(n). (105)
Next, we upper bound ∆¯(n) in terms of D as follows
∆¯(n) =
1
n
h(Xn|φ˘(n)1 (Yn1 ), . . . , φ˘(n)K (YnK),Yn0 )
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=
1
n
n∑
i=1
h(Xi|Xni+1, φ˘(n)1 (Yn1 ), . . . , φ˘(n)K (YnK),Yn0 )
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
h(Xi − E[Xi|JK]
∣∣Xni+1, φ˘(n)1 (Yn1 ), . . . , φ˘(n)K (YnK),Yn0 )
(a)
≤ 1
n
n∑
i=1
h(Xi − E[Xi|φ˘(n)1 (Yn1 ), . . . , φ˘(n)K (YnK),Yn0 )
(b)
≤ 1
n
n∑
i=1
log(pie)nx
∣∣∣mmse(Xi|φ˘(n)1 (Yn1 ), . . . , φ˘(n)K (YnK),Yn0 )∣∣∣
(c)
≤ log(pie)nx
∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
mmse(Xi|φ˘(n)1 (Yn1 ), . . . , φ˘(n)K (YnK),Yn0 )
∣∣∣∣
(d)
≤ log(pie)nxD (106)
where (a) holds since conditioning reduces entropy; (b) is due to the maximal differential entropy lemma; (c) is
due to the convexity of the log-det function and Jensen’s inequality; and (d) is due to (103).
Combining (106) with (105), and using standard arguments for single-letterization, we get (104); and this completes
the proof of the lemma.
The proof of Theorem 4 is as follows. By Lemma 12 and Proposition 3, there must exist Gaussian test channels
(V G1 , . . . , V
G
K ) and a time-sharing random variable Q
′, with joint distribution that factorizes as
PX,Y0(x,y0)
K∏
k=1
PYk|X,Y0(yk|x,y0) P ′Q(q′)
K∏
k=1
PVk|Yk,Q′(vk|yk, q′)
such that the following holds ∑
k∈S
Rk ≥ I(YS ;V GS |V GSc ,Y0, Q′), for S ⊆ K, (107)
log(pie)nxD ≥ h(X|V G1 , . . . , V GK ,Y0, Q′). (108)
This is clearly achievable by the Berger-Tung coding scheme with Gaussian test channels and time-sharing Q′,
since the achievable error matrix under quadratic distortion has determinant that satisfies
log
(
(pie)nx |mmse(X|V G1 , . . . , V GK ,Y0, Q′)|
)
= h(X|V G1 , . . . , V GK ,Y0, Q′).
The above shows that the rate-distortion region of the quadratic vector Gaussian CEO problem with determinant
constraint is given by (108), i.e., R˜DIICEO (with distortion parameter log(pie)nxD). Recalling that R˜D
II
CEO =
R˜DICEO = RD?VG-CEO, and substituting in Theorem 3 using distortion level log(pie)nxD completes the proof.
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APPENDIX VII
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5
We start with the proof of the direct part. Let a non-negative tuple (R1, . . . , RK , E) ∈ RHT be given. Since
RHT =R?, then there must exist a series of non-negative tuples {(R(m)1 , . . . , R(m)K , E(m))}m∈N such that
(R
(m)
1 , . . . , R
(m)
K , E
(m)) ∈ R? for all m ∈ N, and (109a)
lim
m→∞(R
(m)
1 , . . . , R
(m)
K , E
(m)) = (R1, . . . , RK , E). (109b)
Fix δ′ > 0. Then, ∃ m0 ∈ N such that for all m ≥ m0, we have
Rk ≥ R(m)k − δ′ for all k ∈ K, and (110a)
E ≤ E(m) + δ′. (110b)
For m ≥ m0, there exist a series {nm}m∈N and functions {φ˘(nm)k }k∈K such that
R
(m)
k ≥
1
nm
log |φ˘(nm)k | for all k ∈ K, and (111a)
E(m) ≤ 1
nm
I({φ˘(nm)k (Y nmk )}k∈K;Xnm |Y nm0 ). (111b)
Combining (110) and (111) we get that for all m ≥ m0,
Rk ≥ 1
nm
log |φ˘(nm)k (Y nmk )| − δ′ for all k ∈ K, and (112a)
E ≤ 1
nm
I({φ˘(nm)k (Y nmk )}k∈K;Xnm |Y nm0 ) + δ′. (112b)
The second inequality of (112) implies that
H(Xnm |{φ˘(nm)k (Y nmk )}k∈K, Y nm0 ) ≤ nm(H(X|Y0)− E) + nmδ′. (113)
Now, consider the K-encoder CEO source coding problem of Figure 1; and let the encoding function φ(nm)k at
Encoder k ∈ K be such that φ(nm)k := φ˘(nm)k . Also, let the decoding function at the decoder be
ψ(nm) : {1, . . . ,M (nm)1 } × . . .× {1, . . . ,M (nm)K } × Ynm0 −→ Xnm (114)
(m1, . . . ,mK , y
nm
0 ) −→ p(xnm |m1, . . . ,mK , ynm0 ). (115)
With such a choice, the achieved average logarithmic loss distortion is
E[d(nm)(Xnm ;ψ(nm)({φ(nm)k (Y nmk )}k∈K, Y nm0 ))] =
1
nm
H(Xnm |{φ(nm)k (Y nmk )}k∈K, Y nm0 ). (116)
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Combined with (113), the last equality implies that
E[d(nm)(Xnm ;ψ(nm)({φ(nm)k (Y (nm)k )}k∈K, Y nm0 ))] ≤ nm(H(X|Y0)− E) + δ′. (117)
Finally, substituting φ˘(nm)k with φ
(nm)
k in (112), and observing that δ
′ can be chosen arbitrarily small in the obtained
set of inequalities as well as in (117), it follows that (R1, . . . , RK , H(X|Y0)− E) ∈ RD?CEO.
We now show the reverse implication. Let a non-negative tuple (R1, . . . , RK , H(X|Y0) − E) ∈ RD?CEO be
given. Then, there exist encoding functions {φ(n)}k∈K and a decoding function ψ(n) such that
Rk ≥ 1
n
log |φ(n)k (Y nk )| for all k ∈ K, and (118a)
H(X|Y0)− E ≥ E[d(n)(Xn;ψ(n)({φ(n)k (X(n)k )}k∈K, Y n0 ))]. (118b)
Using Lemma 5 (see the proof of converse of Theorem 1 in Appendix I), the RHS of the second inequality of (118)
can be lower-bounded as
E[d(n)(Xn;ψ(n)({φ(n)k (X(n)k )}k∈K, Y n0 ))] ≥
1
n
H(Xn|{φ(n)k (X(n)k )}k∈K, Y n0 ). (119)
Combining the second inequality of (118) and (119), we get
H(Xn|ψ(n)({φ(n)k (X(n)k )}k∈K, Y n0 )) ≤ n(H(X|Y0)− E); (120)
from which it holds that
I({φ(n)k (X(n)k )}k∈K;Xn|Y n0 ) = nH(X|Y0)−H(Xn|ψ(n)({φ(n)k (X(n)k )}k∈K, Y n0 )) (121a)
≥ nE, (121b)
where the equality follows since (Xn, Y n0 ) is memoryless and the inequality follows by using (120).
Now, using the first inequality of (118) and (121), it follows that (R1, . . . , RK , E) ∈ R?
(
n, {φ(n)k }k∈K
)
. Finally,
using Proposition 4, it follows that (R1, . . . , RK , E) ∈ RHT; and this concludes the proof of the reverse part and
the proposition.
APPENDIX VIII
PROOF OF LEMMA 4
We have that Fs(P,Q) is convex in P from Lemma 2. For a given Q and s, in order to minimize Fs(P,Q)
over the convex set of pmfs P, let us define the Lagrangian as
Ls(P,Q,λ) := Fs(P,Q) +
∑
y1
λ1(y1)[1−
∑
u1
p(u1|y1)] +
∑
y2
λ2(y2)[1−
∑
u2
p(u2|y2)]
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where λ1(y1) ≥ 0 and λ2(y2) ≥ 0 are the Lagrange multipliers corresponding the constrains
∑
uk
p(uk|yk) = 1,
yk ∈ Yk, k = 1, 2, of the pmfs PU1|Y1 and PU2|Y2 , respectively. Due to the convexity of Fs(P,Q), the KKT
conditions are necessary and sufficient for optimality. By applying the KKT conditions
∂Ls(P,Q,λ)
∂p(u1|y1) = 0,
∂Ls(P,Q,λ)
∂p(u2|y2) = 0
and arranging terms, we obtain
log p(uk|yk)
= log q(uk) +
1− s1
sk
∑
uk¯xy0
p(x, y0|yk)p(uk¯|x, y0) log q(x|uk, uk¯, y0)
+
s1
sk
∑
xy0
p(x, y0|yk) log q(x|uk, y0) +
∑
y0
p(y0|yk) log q(y0|uk) + λk(yk)
skp(yk)
− 1
= log q(uk) +
1− s1
sk
∑
uk¯y0
p(uk¯, y0|yk)
∑
x
p(x|yk, uk¯, y0) log q(x|uk, uk¯, y0)
+
s1
sk
∑
y0
p(y0|yk)
∑
x
p(x|yk, y0) log q(x|uk, y0) +
∑
y0
p(y0|yk) log q(y0|uk) + λk(yk)
skp(yk)
− 1
= log q(uk)− 1− s1
sk
∑
uk¯y0
p(uk¯, y0|yk)
∑
x
p(x|yk, uk¯, y0) log
p(x|yk, uk¯, y0)
q(x|uk, uk¯, y0)
1
p(x|yk, uk¯, y0)
+
λk(yk)
skp(yk)
− 1
− s1
sk
∑
y0
p(y0|yk)
∑
x
p(x|yk, y0) log p(x|yk, y0)
q(x|uk, y0)
1
p(x|yk, y0) −
∑
y0
p(y0|yk) log p(y0|yk)
q(y0|uk)
1
p(y0|yk)
= log q(uk)− ψk(uk, yk) + λ˜k(yk) (122)
where ψk(uk, yk), k = 1, 2, are given by (66), and λ˜k(yk) contains all terms independent of uk for k = 1, 2. Then,
we proceeded by rearranging (122) as follows
p(uk|yk) = eλ˜k(yk)q(uk)e−ψk(uk,yk), for k = 1, 2. (123)
Finally, the Lagrange multipliers λk(yk) satisfying the KKT conditions are obtained by finding λ˜k(yk) such that∑
uk
p(uk|yk) = 1, k = 1, 2. Substituting in (123), p(uk|yk) can be found as in (65).
APPENDIX IX
DERIVATION OF THE UPDATE RULES OF ALGORITHM 2
In this section, we derive the update rules in Algorithm 2 and show that the Gaussian distribution is invariant to
the update rules in Algorithm 1, in line with Theorem 3.
First, we recall that if (X1,X2) are jointly Gaussian, then
PX2|X1 ∼ CN (µx2|x1 ,Σx2|x1)
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where µx2|x1 := Kx2|x1x1, Kx2|x1 := Σx2,x1Σ
−1
x1 .
Then, for Q(t+1) computed as in (64) from P(t), which is a set of Gaussian distributions, we have
QX|U1,U2,Y0 ∼ CN (µx|u1,u2,y0 ,Σx|u1,u2,y0), QX|Uk,Y0 ∼ CN (µx|uk,y0 ,Σx|uk,y0),
QY0|Uk ∼ CN (µy0|uk ,Σy0|uk), QUk ∼ CN (0,Σuk).
Next, we look at the update P(t+1) as in (65) from given Q(t+1). To compute ψk(utk,yk), first, we note that
EUk¯,Y0|ykD(PX|yk,Uk¯,Y0‖QX|uk,Uk¯,Y0) = D(PUk¯,X,Y0|yk‖QUk¯,X,Y0|uk)−D(PUk¯,Y0|yk‖QUk¯,Y0|uk),
EY0|ykD(PX|yk,Y0‖QX|uk,Y0) = D(PX,Y0|yk‖QX,Y0|uk)−D(PY0|yk‖QY0|uk).
(124)
and that for two multivariate Gaussian distributions, i.e., PX1 ∼ CN (µx1 ,Σx1) and PX2 ∼ CN (µx2 ,Σx2) in CN ,
D(PX1‖PX2) = (µx1 − µx2)†Σ−1x2 (µx1 − µx2) + log |Σx2Σ−1x1 |+ tr(Σ−1x2 Σx1)−N. (125)
Applying (124) and (125) in (66) and noting that all involved distributions are Gaussian, it follows that ψk(utk,yk)
is a quadratic form. Then, since q(t)(uk) is also Gaussian, the product log(q(t)(uk) exp(−ψk(utk,yk))) is also a
quadratic form, and identifying constant, first and second order terms, we can write
log p(t+1)(uk|yk) = −(uk − µut+1k |yk)
†Σ−1
zt+1k
(uk − µut+1k |yk) + Z(yk)
where
Σ−1
zt+1k
= Σ−1
utk
+
1− s1
sk
K†
(ut
k¯
,x,y0)|utkΣ
−1
(ut
k¯
,x,y0)|utkK(u
t
k¯
,x,y0)|utk −
1− s1
sk
K†
(ut
k¯
,y0)|utkΣ
−1
(ut
k¯
,y0)|utkK(u
t
k¯
,y0)|utk
+
s1
sk
K†
(x,y0)|utkΣ
−1
(x,y0)|utkK(x,y0)|u
t
k
+
sk − s1
sk
K†
y0|utkΣ
−1
y0|utkKy0|u
t
k
(126)
µut+1k |yk = Σzt+1k
(
1− s1
sk
K†
(ut
k¯
,x,y0)|utkΣ
−1
(ut
k¯
,x,y0)|utkK(u
t
k¯
,x,y0)|yk −
1− s1
sk
K†
(ut
k¯
,y0)|utkΣ
−1
(ut
k¯
,y0)|utkK(u
t
k¯
,y0)|yk
+
s1
sk
K†
(x,y0)|utkΣ
−1
(x,y0)|utkK(x,y0)|yk +
sk − s1
sk
K†
y0|utkΣ
−1
y0|utkKy0|yk
)
yk. (127)
This shows that p(t+1)(uk|yk) is a Gaussian distribution and that Ut+1k is distributed as Ut+1k ∼CN (µut+1k |yk ,Σzt+1k ).
Next, we simplify (126) to obtain the update rule (69a). From the matrix inversion lemma, similarly to [25], for
(X1,X2) jointly Gaussian we have
Σ−1x2|x1 = Σ
−1
x2 + K
†
x1|x2Σ
−1
x1|x2Kx1|x2 . (128)
Applying (128) in (126), we have
Σ−1
zt+1k
= Σ−1
utk
+
1− s1
sk
(
Σ−1
utk|(utk¯,x,y0)
−Σ−1
utk
)
− 1− s1
sk
(
Σ−1
utk|(utk¯,y0)
−Σ−1
utk
)
+
s1
sk
(
Σ−1
utk|(x,y0) −Σ
−1
utk
)
+
sk − s1
sk
(
Σ−1
utk|y0 −Σ
−1
utk
)
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(a)
=
1
sk
Σ−1
utk|(x,y0) −
1− s1
sk
Σ−1
utk|(utk¯,y0)
+
sk − s1
sk
Σ−1
utk|y0
where (a) is due to the Markov chain U1−
−X−
−U2. We obtain (69a) by taking the inverse of both sides of (a).
Also from the matrix inversion lemma [25], for (X1,X2) jointly Gaussian we have
Σ−1x1 Σx1,x2Σ
−1
x2|x1 = Σ
−1
x1|x2Σx1,x2Σ
−1
x2 . (129)
Now, we simplify (127) to obtain the update rule (69b) as follows
µut+1k |yk = Σzt+1k
(
1− s1
sk
Σ−1
utk
Σutk,(utk¯,x,y0)
Σ−1
(ut
k¯
,x,y0)|utkΣ(u
t
k¯
,x,y0),ykΣ
−1
yk
−1− s1
sk
Σ−1
utk
Σutk,(utk¯,y0)
Σ−1
(ut
k¯
,y0)|utkΣ(u
t
k¯
,y0),ykΣ
−1
yk
+
s1
sk
Σ−1
utk
Σutk,(x,y0)Σ
−1
(x,y0)|utkΣ(x,y0),ykΣ
−1
yk
+
sk − s1
sk
Σ−1
utk
Σutk,y0Σ
−1
y0|utkΣy0,ykΣ
−1
yk
)
yk (130)
(a)
= Σzt+1k
(
1− s1
sk
Σ−1
utk|(utk¯,x,y0)
Σutk,(utk¯,x,y0)
Σ−1
(ut
k¯
,x,y0)
Σ(ut
k¯
,x,y0),ykΣ
−1
yk
−1− s1
sk
Σ−1
utk|(utk¯,y0)
Σutk,(utk¯,y0)
Σ−1
(ut
k¯
,y0)
Σ(ut
k¯
,y0),ykΣ
−1
yk
+
s1
sk
Σ−1
utk|(x,y0)Σu
t
k,(x,y0)
Σ−1(x,y0)Σ(x,y0),ykΣ
−1
yk
+
sk − s1
sk
Σ−1
utk|y0Σu
t
k,y0
Σ−1y0 Σy0,ykΣ
−1
yk
)
yk
(131)
(b)
= Σzt+1k
(
1− s1
sk
Σ−1
utk|(utk¯,x,y0)
AtkΣyk,(utk¯,x,y0)
Σ−1
(ut
k¯
,x,y0)
Σ(ut
k¯
,x,y0),ykΣ
−1
yk
−1− s1
sk
Σ−1
utk|(utk¯,y0)
AtkΣyk,(utk¯,y0)
Σ−1
(ut
k¯
,y0)
Σ(ut
k¯
,y0),ykΣ
−1
yk
+
s1
sk
Σ−1
utk|(x,y0)A
t
kΣyk,(x,y0)Σ
−1
(x,y0)
Σ(x,y0),ykΣ
−1
yk
+
sk − s1
sk
Σ−1
utk|y0A
t
kΣyk,y0Σ
−1
y0 Σy0,ykΣ
−1
yk
)
yk
(132)
(c)
= Σzt+1k
(
1− s1
sk
Σ−1
utk|(utk¯,x,y0)
Atk(Σyk −Σyk|(utk¯,x,y0))Σ
−1
yk
−1− s1
sk
Σ−1
utk|(utk¯,y0)
Atk(Σyk −Σyk|(utk¯,y0))Σ
−1
yk
+
s1
sk
Σ−1
utk|(x,y0)A
t
k(Σyk −Σyk|(x,y0))Σ−1yk +
sk − s1
sk
Σ−1
utk|y0A
t
k(Σyk −Σyk|y0)Σ−1yk
)
yk (133)
(d)
= Σzt+1k
(
1
sk
Σ−1
utk|(x,y0)A
t
k(I−Σyk|(x,y0)Σ−1yk )−
1− s1
sk
Σ−1
utk|(utk¯,y0)
Atk(I−Σyk|(utk¯,y0)Σ
−1
yk
)
+
sk − s1
sk
Σ−1
utk|y0A
t
k(I−Σyk|y0Σ−1yk )
)
yk (134)
where (a) follows from (129); (b) follows from the relation Σuk,y0 = AkΣyk,y0 ; (c) is due the definition of Σx1|x2 ;
and (d) is due to the Markov chain U1 −
−X−
−U2. Equation (69b) follows by noting that µut+1k |yk = At+1k yk.
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